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PREFACE

The use of magnetically levitated (maglev) vehicles for high speed ground
transportation in the United States may become a reality within the next five years.

As a result of this development, there is a need to assess the safety of this new

guided ground transportation technology. This is the responsibility of the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA), United States Department of Transportation, which is

charged with assuring the safety of maglev systems in the United States under the

Rail Safety Improvement Act of 1988.

With this in mind, the FRA has embarked on a multiyear research program to

establish the appropriate safety measures that should be applied to this new maglev

technology. During this research program it is intended that potential maglev

system developers and operators alike and state and local governments will be

provided with an awareness of the potential for the establishment of safety

requirements so as to minimize adverse economic impact later in any maglev project

development. Any "findings" reported as a result of this research program should

not be construed as having the force of law or regulation, but rather merely of an

advisory nature.

This report is the first in a series of reports that will address maglev transportation
safety and the Federal role in assuring it. Future reports will cover, in addition to the

Transrapid electromagnetic technology, such areas as the review of foreign maglev
safety standards, operations and maintenance guidelines, and safety verification test
requirements related thereto. Both electromagnetic and electrodynamic maglev
technologies will be covered bythis multiyear program.

This report presents a preliminary safety assessment and its methodology as applied
to a review of the Transrapid TR-07 maglev technology and notes areas of concern
relative to maintaining acceptable levels of system safety. The various technology
areas represented inthe maglev system and their related standards, regulations and
guidelines are listed. Both foreign and domestic information sources are utilized.
Subject areas that may require regulatory modification ordevelopment forthisnew
technology are also covered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This interim report presents the results of a preliminary safety review of the
Transrapid maglev system for the Office of Research and Development of the
Federal Railroad Administration. The review was directed at identifying, in a peer

review manner, safety issues presumed to exist at the time of this review and the
hazards which potentially lead to them. The interim report reviews relevant Federal
regulations and industry practices in the U.S. and compares them to the proposed
foreign standards that areto bemet by the Transrapid technology for its application
in the Federal Republic of Germany and prior to export. The proposed foreign and
existing domestic U.S. standards are compared for their similarities, differences,
appropriateness, applicability, and missing provisions with respect to the maglev
transportation system technologies involved. Included are recommendations, based
on research "findings," for new regulatory efforts, modifications to existing
regulations and the adoption ofstandards from other industries that may be used to
address the safety issues identified up to this point. The "findings" should not be
construed as having the force of law or regulation.

1.1 THE FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION ROLE IN REGULATING MAGNETIC

LEVITATION SAFETY

The Railroad Safety Act of 1970 includes the following declaration of purpose:
"promote safety in all areas of railroad operations ...". In the Act, the Secretary of
the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) is charged to "prescribe, as
necessary, appropriate rules, regulations, orders and standards for all areas of
railroad safety...".

The Rail Safety Improvement Act of 1988 made clear the jurisdiction of the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) by defining the term railroad to include: "all forms of

non-highway ground transportation that run on rails or electromagnetic guideways,

including (1) commuter or other short-haul rail passenger service in a metropolitan

or suburban area" and "(2) high-speed ground transportation systems that connect
metropolitan areas without regard to whether they use new technologies not

associated with traditional railroads."
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1.1.1 FRA Regulations

The FRA promulgates the necessary regulations to achieve its charter. These
regulations are published in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and currently are
comprised of CFR, Part 49: parts 173,174,179, and 200through 268.

The regulations in the CFR that relate to safety issues tend to be technology specific
and adopted from years of railroad operating experience. Nevertheless, some of
these regulations can either be specifically applied or their intent adopted to other
types of guided ground transport technologies, suchas maglev.

In addition to the regulations in the CFR, the FRA also relies on industry standards
and practices such as the Association of American Railroads' (AAR) Manual of
Standards and Recommended Practices and Field Manual of A.A.R. Interchange

Rules, and the American Railway Engineering Association's (AREA) Manual for
Railway Engineering. These industry standards tend to be of a detailed specification
nature relating to conventional railways and are not performance based. Thus to

apply them to other technologies, such as maglev, may, in most cases, prove difficult.

1.1.2 Other U.S. Federal Agencies and U.S.Industrv Standards

In addition to FRA standards, other potentially relevant standards for transportation

systems with similar attributes exist, both in other Federal regulations and in

industry standards. For example, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has

windshield strength standards for airplanes that, although different from the FRA's

standards for locomotive windshields, may have some relevance to maglev. Some of

the Urban Mass Transportation Administration's (UMTA) emergency preparedness

procedures recommended for rail transit systems may also be relevant. Various

Department of Defense (DOD) specifications such as MIL STD 882B, System Safety

Program Requirements, also contain valuable information that may be applicable.

Industry standards (as well as FAA standards) in areas such as software verification
and control for "fly-by-wire" planes may be applicable to the automated control

systems required by maglev vehicles.
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1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND

Transrapid maglev technology is currently under consideration for application in
several different corridors in the United States as well as Germany. A proposal to use

the technology in a demonstration project in Florida is the most advanced of the
various projects.

1.2.1 The Florida Magnetic Levitation Demonstration Project

In 1984, the Florida legislature established the Florida High Speed Rail
Transportation Commission (FHSRTC). The FHSRTC was charged to "implement the
innovative mechanisms required to effect the joint (public-and-private) venture
approach to planning, locating, permitting, managing, financing, constructing,
operating, and maintaining an interregional high-speed rail line for the state,
including providing incentives for revenue generation, operation and management
by the private sector." In 1988, the Florida legislature passed the Magnetic
Levitation Demonstration Act and assigned responsibility for this effort to the

FHSRTC as well.

As a result of this act, proposalsto provide a maglev demonstration project in Florida
were solicited. The only bidder to respond to the request for proposals for a
magnetic levitation demonstration project was Maglev Transit, Inc. (MTI) of Orlando,
Florida. MTI is a team of companies which includes the Forum for Urban

Development and Transrapid International (itself, a consortium of Thyssen Henschel,

Kraus Maffei and Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm).

MTI's proposal is to link the Orlando International Airport to a point west southwest

of the airport on International Drive (a length of approximately 13.5 miles) with a

maglev system utilizing the Transrapid maglev technology. The guideway proposed

will be elevated for the majority of the route.

1.2.2 The Florida Certification Process

The FHSRTC is charged with reviewing the project proposals responding to the
requirements of the Magnetic Levitation Demonstration Act for compliance with the
requirements of the act. The FHSRTC has held public hearingsto gather input as to
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the concerns about the project from a wide variety of impacted people and
businesses and special interest groups. After the modification of the route in March

of 1990, the commission has forwarded their conditional recommendation for

approval for certification, to an independent hearing officer. Additional public

hearings will be held and the recommendation of the hearing officer forwarded to
the Governor and Cabinet which will make the decision as whether or not to issue

the certification.

If the certification is issued, MTI will be expected to provide additional information

to the FHSRTC. Items such as emergency response plans, operator training plans,

operations and maintenance policies and the like will be required. This information

is fundamental to a complete safety assessment of the system, thus any

assessment, such as this, can only be preliminary in nature until all aspects have

been covered.

1.2.3 Safety Programs Reguired by the FHSRTC

The FHSRTC has recommended that a variety of specific conditions of certification be

imposed on MTI. Some of these recommended requirements are of interest in the
area of design and operational safety of the maglev system. These
recommendations include requests for additional information on items such as
failure-mode analysis and information on the testing of TR-06 and TR-07. Also, prior
to final operational approval, items such as operational, maintenance, and
emergency evacuation plans will be required of MTI.

1.3 OTHER POTENTIAL INSTALLATIONS OFTRANSRAPID TECHNOLOGY

In addition to the Floridademonstration project, Transrapid maglev technology may
be applied in several othercorridors such as the Los Angeles (Anaheim) to Las Vegas
route and the Pittsburgh to Harrisburg route.

The potential for use on longer intercity routes adds some safety issues to be
addressed that are not directly relevant to the Florida demonstration project. These
include items such as the implications ofdouble track orsingle track guideways with
long passing siding operation; the high speed passing of maglev trains both in the
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open and in tunnels; the entering of tunnels by vehicles at high speed; and the
traversing of maglev switches at high speed.

Another major difference in any of these other systems will be the need for the
control system to be capable of safely handling more than one moving train on the
guideway atone time. Issues such as how multiple trains are safely brought to a halt
and evacuated if necessary, during an emergency systemwide shutdown must be
considered for such applications of the technology.

These generic Transrapid safety issues are addressed in this report and will be
addressed in a subsequent interim report on the review ofthedraft German maglev
safety standards.

1.4 TRANSRAPID GERMAN SAFETYCERTIFICATION

Independent of the proposed U.S. applications, the Transrapid maglev system is
undergoing safety certification in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) for both in
country use and for export. TUV Rheinland, asafety certification group in the FRG, is
responsible for certifying the safety of the unique technology aspects (excluding
operation and maintenance) ofthe Transrapid maglev. Much ofthis certification is
being conducted at the Transrapid Test Facility (TVE) in the Emsland region of the
FRG.

TheTransrapid Test Facility is operated by an independent test organization, IABG,
for the Versuchs- und Planungsgesellschaft fur Magnetbahnsysteme, (the Test and
Planning Organization for Maglev Train Systems) MVP, a group founded in 1984 by
the German national airline, Lufthansa, the German Federal Railway, (DB) and IABG
at the instigation of the German government and with support from the Federal
Ministry for Research and Technology. IABG was established jointly in 1961 by the
Federal Ministry of Defense and the German Aerospace Industry.

It is understood that technology-specific matters relating to operational and
maintenance procedures are to be the responsibility of the proposed operating

authority and based upon recommendations provided by the Transrapid system

developers. The status of these materials as they relate to safety are unknown at

the time of this report.
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Currently the TR-07, the vehicle planned for revenueservice, is undergoing the final
stages of certification testing at the Transrapid Test Facility in Emsland, Germany. It
is expected that all systems, except for the automatic control system, related to the
TR-07 maglev system, including the vehicle, guideway, switches, and control systems
will be safety certified by German authorities by Juneof 1991. Testing, approval and
licensing will be determined by the Ministry of Economics and Transportation of
Lower Saxony based on the final reportofTOVon certification of the TR-07 system.

1.5 REPORT STRUCTURE

Section 2 of this report describes the safety evaluation approach applied to the
review of the Transrapid system. Section 3 describes the current Transrapid
technology in some detail. Section 4 lists the potential maglev safety issues
identified to date. Section 5 reviews the risk assessment of the identified safety
issues. Section 6 proposes resolution options for the identified hazards, including a
listing of areas where modified or new Federal regulations need to be developed.
Section 7 presents the conclusions of this review and provides recommendations on
potential rule-making options.

Appendices are included that list the safety issues and the various regulations,
standards and guidelines that are relevant to specifictechnology areas.
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2. SAFETY EVALUATION APPROACH

The safety goal of a transportation system should be to provide patrons and
employees with the highest level of safety practical. Achieving this goal requires
that safety be a primary consideration throughout the system life cycle. Safety
hazards must be identified and resolved during the acquisition (concept definition,
design, construction, and inspection/testing/certification) and operations(operation,
training, maintenance, modification, and disposal) phases of the system life cycle.
Various analysis methodologies may be employed to examine portionsof the system
and evaluate the level of safety provided in the phases of the life cycle. The safety
analysis methodology employed in thisevaluation is the System Safety Concept. This
section describes its application to Transrapid.

2.1 THE SYSTEM SAFETY CONCEPT

System safety is the application of special technical and managerial skills to the
systematic, forward-looking identification and control of hazards throughout the
life cycle of a project, program, or activity (Roland and Moriarty,1983). This
approach calls for safety analyses and hazard-control activities throughout the life
cycle of a system, beginning with the preliminary design phase and continuing
through the operation phase. Figure 2-1 illustrates the types of system safety
activities which should be conducted through the design and operations phases to

ensure that safety is an integral part of the system.

The advantage of applying the system safety approach is that it provides the

opportunity to identify hazards early in the life cycle and then recommend and

request any design and operational modifications necessary to ensure safety. Doing

this prior to system development, construction, and operation will serve to enhance

safety and minimize cost. As applied to the maglev system, the focus at this early,

pre-production stage, is on the prevention of accidents by eliminating and/or

controlling safety hazards in a systematic manner. This preventive approach,

through the most effective use of resources, will serve to reduce the risks from

system hazards to the lowest practical level.

It should be noted at the outset that a system safety analysis is not the same as
failure analysis. This distinction is important, because a hazard involves the risk of
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loss or harm, while a failure does not always result in loss or harm, unless it is a

"critical" single-point failure on the "Safety-Critical Items List" (SCIL). The System
Safety approach employs the Hazard Resolution Process, depicted in Figure 2-2,from
the Acquisition phase through the Operations phase of the particular system. This
hazard resolution process should be followed in order to ensure that passengers,
the operating personnel, and the public are provided with the highest degree of
safety practical.

2.1.1 System Definition

The first step in the hazard resolution process isto define the physical and functional
characteristics of the system to be analyzed. These characteristics are presented in
terms of the major elements which make up the maglev system:

• Equipment and facilities,

• Procedures,

• People, and

• Environment.

A knowledge and understanding of how the individual system elements interface

with each other is essential to the hazard identification effort. Section 3 of this

report briefly describes the reference maglev system, organized in terms of the
design of subsystems, the people, and operational procedures.

2.1.2 Hazard Identification

The second step in the hazard resolution process involves the identification of
hazards and the determination of their causes. When identifying the safety hazards
present in a system, a major concern is that only a portion of the total number of
system hazards have been identified. The type and quality ofthe hazard analysis will
influence the total number of hazards identified. There are four basic methods of
hazard identification that may beemployed to identify hazards. These methods are:

• Analysis of operating experience ordata from previous accidents (test
data, case studies).
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DEFINE THE SYSTEM

DEFINE THE PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND UNDERSTAND AND
EVALUATE THE PEOPLE, PROCEDURES. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT, AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

IDENTIFY HAZARDS

• IDENTIFY HAZARDS AND UNDESIRED EVENTS

• DETERMINE THE CAUSES OF HAZARDS

ASSESS HAZARDS

• DETERMINE SEVERITY

• DETERMINE PROBABILITY

• DECIDE TO ACCEPT RISK OR ELIMINATE/CONTROL

RESOLVE HAZARDS

ASSUME RISK OR

IMPLEMENT CORRECTIVE ACTION

ELIMINATE

CONTROL

FOLLOW-UP

• MONITOR FOR EFFECTIVENESS

• MONITOR FOR UNEXPECTED HAZARDS

FIGURE 2-2. HAZARD RESOLUTION PROCESS
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• Scenario development and judgment of knowledgeable individuals

(expert opinion, or the Delphi Approach).

• Use of generic hazard checklists (Appendix B).

• Formal hazard analysis.

Section 4 describes how these methods were employed in the hazard resolution

process and presents the key hazards identified for a representative maglev system.

2.1.3 Hazard Assessment

The third step in the hazard resolution process is to assess the identified hazards in

terms of the severity of the expected consequence (C) and the probability (P) of

occurrence.

To accomplish this, the qualitative hazard and safety risk ranking procedure is used

as outlined by the Defense Department in Military Standard: System Safety Program

Requirements (Mil-Std. 882B). Mil-Std. 882B, Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show the ranking

criteria. Figure 2-3 contains four severity categories and provides a general

description of the characteristics which define the event. Figure 2-4 lists the

qualitative ranking of probability categories and describes the characteristics of each

level.

The Hazard Risk Index (HRI), presented in Figure 2-5 is a value derived by considering

both the severity and the probability of a given hazardous event. The HRI presents

the hazard analysis results in a format useful to the decision maker in determining

whether hazards should be eliminated, controlled, or accepted (i.e., 1 =

Unacceptable). This provides a logical basis for management decision making,

considering both the severity and probability of any individual hazard in a weighted
fashion.

Sometimes the hazard can be completely eliminated through a design change, or via

changes in and restriction on operating procedures. The probability, and therefore
the risk, can normallybe greatly reduced by incorporation of safety devices, warning
devices, prevention procedures, and personnel training, or a combination thereof.
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The potential severity of a hazard also can be reduced by mitigation and control
measures (e.g., fire extinguishers and sprinklers to control a fire once it occurs).

Section 5 further explains how the maglev system hazards identified in Section 4,
were evaluated in terms of their severity and probability.

CATEGORY SEVERITY CHARACTERISTICS

1 CATASTROPHIC DEATH OR SYSTEM LOSS

II CRITICAL SEVERE INJURY.SEVERE
OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS. OR MAJOR
SYSTEM DAMAGE

III MARGINAL MINOR INJURY, MINOR
OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS. OR MINOR
SYSTEM DAMAGE

IV NEGLIGIBLE LESS THAN MINOR INJURY,
OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS, OR
SYSTEM DAMAGE

SOURCE: MIL-STD-882B

FIGURE 2-3. HAZARD SEVERITY CATEGORIES
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DESCRIPTION* LEVEL SPECIFIC INDIVIDUAL ITEM FLEET OR INVENTORY**

FREQUENT A LIKELY TO OCCUR FREQUENTLY CONTINUOUSLY EXPERIENCED

PROBABLE B WILL OCCUR SEVERAL TIMES IN LIFE
OF AN ITEM

WILL OCCUR FREQUENTLY

OCCASIONAL C LIKELY TO OCCUR SOMETIME IN LIFE
OF AN ITEM

WILL OCCUR SEVERAL TIMES

REMOTE D UNLIKELY. BUT POSSIBLE TO OCCUR
IN LIFE OF AN ITEM

UNLIKELY, BUT CAN REASON
ABLY BE EXPECTED TO OCCUR

IMPROBABLE E SO UNLIKELY, IT CAN BE ASSUMED
OCCURRENCE MAY NOT BE
EXPERIENCED

UNLIKELY TO OCCUR, BUT
POSSIBLE

DEFINITIONS OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS MAY HAVE TO BE

Mnwpino BASED on quantity involved
[HI M/EOFTHE FLEET OR INVENTOR Y!iHOUL08( DEFINED.

SOURCE: MIL-STD 882B

FIGURE 2-4. HAZARD PROBABILITY CATEGOninT

FREQUENCY OF
OCCURRENCE

HAZARD CATEGORIES

1

CATASTROPHIC

II

CRITICAL

III

MARGINAL

IV

NEGLIGIBLE

(A) FREQUENT 1 1A 1

| IC |

^^glD^^p

| »A | | MIA | :::::::: IVA : ::

::::::;• |vb »- — •••(B) PROBABLE 1 "" »»ftj WM '"" Wmi

(C) OCCASIONAL

'•Mm ' '••
::::::::>:':::::::'::

itmSg mic J|||i|a

:::::::: mo ::::::::::

IV C

IV D

IV E

(D) REMOTE

(E) IMPROBABLE 1 IE ]

HAZARD RISK INDEX

IA. IB. IC.IA. MB. IMA

ID. IIC. II D. Ill B. Ill C

IE. HE. MID. IME. IV A, IV I

'VC. IV D, IV E

J I UNACCEPTABLE

2 | UNACCEPTABLE ( MANAGEMENT DECISION REQUIRED )

3 | ACCEPTABLE WITH REVIEW BY MANAGEMENT

4 | ACCEPTABLE WITHOUT REVIEW

SOURCE: MIL-STD B82B

FIGURE 2-5. HAZARD ASSESSMENT MATRIX
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2.1.4 Hazard Resolution

After the hazard assessment procedure is completed, hazards can be resolved by

deciding to either assume the level of risk associated with the hazard, or to eliminate

or control it. Various means can be employed to reduce the risk level to a threshold

acceptable to management. Figure 2-6 presents a process for hazard reduction

precedence that can be used to determine the extent and nature of preventive

actions that can be taken to reduce risk to an acceptable level. Resolution strategies

or countermeasures in order of preference include the following:

Design to Eliminate Hazards

This strategy generally applies to acquisition of new equipment or expansion of

existing systems; it also can be applied to any change in equipment or individual

subsystems. In some cases, hazards are inherent and cannot be eliminated
completely through design.

DESIGN TO
ELIMINATE

HAZARD

\
yS \N0
<^ELIMINATED7^>-*-

DESIGN TO
CONTROL
HAZARD

YESj 1

\ yes/" \^°^i^k^CONTROLLED?^-*"
PROVIDE
SAFETY
DEVICES

\ \
\

PROVIDE HAZARD
ASSESSMENT PACKAGE

FOR MANAGEMENT

CONCLUDE HAZARD
ANALYSIS

YES >.PROVIDED?^-*-
PROVIDE

WARNING
DEVICES

YES >

\

^PROVIDED?^-*-
PROVIDE
SPECIAL

PROCEDURES
OR TRAINING

YES C^ROVIDED^1
NO ACCEPT

HAZARD OR
DISPOSE OF

THE SYSTEM\/
Source: Roland and Moriartv System Safety Enqineerina and Manaaement. 19153

FIGURE 2-6. HAZARD REDUCTION PRECEDENCE
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Design for Minimum Hazards

A major safety goal during the system design process is to include safety features
that are fail-safe or have capabilities to handle contingencies through redundancies
of critical elements. Complex features that could increase the likelihood of hazard
occurrence should be avoided. Damage control, containment, and isolation of
potential hazards, along with gradual system performance degradation, should be
specified through system safety inputs. The safety inputs should be implemented in
addition to other traditional design considerations.

Safety Devices

Known hazards which cannot be eliminated or minimized through design may be

controlled through the use of appropriate safety devices. This could result in the
hazards being reduced to an acceptable risk level. Safety devices may be a part of
the system, subsystem, or equipment.

Warning Devices

When it is not possible to preclude the existence or occurrence of an identified
hazard, visual or audible warning devices may be employed for the timely detection
of conditions that precede the actual hazard occurrence. Warning signals and their
application should be designed to minimize the likelihood of false alarms that could
lead to creation of secondary hazardous conditions.

Procedures and Training

When it is not possible to eliminate or control a hazard using one of the

aforementioned methods, safe procedures or emergency procedures should be

developed and formally implemented. These procedures should be standardized
and used in all test, operational, and maintenance activities. Personnel should

receive training to carry out these procedures.

Hazard Acceptance/System Replacement/ Disposal

When it is not possible to reduce a hazard by any means, a decision must be made to

either accept the hazard or replace/dispose of the unsafe system.
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For this report, risk reduction countermeasures were developed to address the
maglev undesired events, as identified in the hazard scenarios and hazard checklists,
and formal analyses (Section 4). Section 6 assesses hazard control or countermeasure
effectiveness; and discusses options for maglev safety hazard resolution and the
type of FRA regulatory safety requirements are recommended.

2.1.5 Follow-up

The last step in the hazard resolution process (Fig. 2-2) is follow-up. It is necessary to
monitor the effectiveness of recommended hazard prevention and control
measures, and to ensure that new hazards are not introduced as a result. In

addition, whenever changes are made to any of the system elements (equipment,
procedures, people, and/or environment), a hazard analysis should be conducted to
identify and resolve any inadvertently introduced new hazards.

2.2 APPLICATION OF SYSTEM SAFETY TO PROPOSED MAGLEV SYSTEMS

Implementing the system safety concept is, in essence, implementing a hazard
management program. The implementation of a hazard management program
throughout the life cycle of a transportation system will result in a system in which
the hazards have been eliminated or minimized. For a transportation system in
Germany, the approach to providing safe transit is that each such system must be
licensed and certified to operate. This is accomplished by an independent
organization that examines and certifies the system. The certification process has
been applied by TUV Rheinland to the Emsland test facility and is called
"Investigation into Safety Features in a Project Accompanying Way" (ISPAW) or
Program Accompanying Safety Certification (PASC). This approach is similar to the

System Safety approach in that it is initiated in the program acquisition phase and
continues into the operational phase of the system. System operation is the
responsibility of the system operator. This approach may be employed for the
proposed maglev system in Florida with ISPAW. The developer is provided with

performance-oriented safety goals that are to be achieved. TUV Rheinland will

certify the accomplishment of these goals. At present, TUV is developing a maglev

safety standard. Maglev systems are currently being operated in non-revenue

service in Germany, but no maglev-specific standards exists as yet. The standard

presently in development will require certification in the following 12 topic areas:
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System Properties, Especially Safe Levitation.

Power Plant, Suspension.

On-Board Energy Systems.

On-Board Management System.

Load Assumptions.

Strength and Stability Safety Certification.

Construction Manufacturing and Quality Assurance.

Switch.

Operations Management Technique.

Lightning Protection, EMI/EMC, ESD.

Fire Protection.

Rescue Concept.

These areas are directed only at the maglev technology-specific safety operations

that have been selected by TUV Rheinland based on its experience. The Transrapid
system presently undergoing tests is being employed as the vehicle for the
development of a maglev standard.

Recognizing that no maglev-specific standard existed during the design and
construction phase of the Transrapid system, the system developer must work to

design and manufacture a system in which there will be a minimum of hazards.

Producing a system with minimum hazards requires that the developer identify and

address potential safety hazards to ensure they do not result in unsafe conditions.

From a designer and manufacturer's perspective, this can be accomplished by a series

of hazard analyses which are intended to identify and resolve the potential hazards

that may result in the unsafe conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, for the proposed maglev system, the developer should

be required to conduct a series of safety analyses to provide some assurance that the

potential system hazards have been identified and resolved.

Recognizing the present lack of a comprehensive standard for maglev systems, the

system safety approach will nonetheless provide a clear and concise understanding
of the safety hazards present in maglev operations. This approach also allows for
the recognition and resolution of how unacceptable hazards may be addressed.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As described by Heinrich and Kretzschmar (1989) and Maglev Transit, Inc. (1989) the
Transrapid TR-07 maglev system is an electromagnetically suspended transportation

system designed for cruising speeds of 400 to 500 km/h (250 to 312 mph). It operates

with an air gap of 8 mm (0.315 in.) and uses magnetic attractive forces for both

suspension and guidance. The magnetic suspension system follows the guideway

and employs a secondary air-suspension system to improve ride quality. The system

uses a linear synchronous motor (LSM) constructed as an integral part of the

long-stator guideway to provide the vehicle propulsion.

The TR-07 train is comprised of multiple-articulated sections, each section having a

length of 25.5 meters, a weight of 45 metric tons, and a payload capability of 16

metric tons (98 passengers per section). Trains can be configured for bidirectional

operation (with an operator's control station at each end) and expanded in length

by adding additional sections (without the operator's console) between the end
sections.

The TR-07 proposed for commercialization in the United States is similar to the

earlier TR-06, but includes improvements emanating from the high-speed tests of
the TR-06 at the Transrapid Test Facility. Examples of design changes are better
vehicle streamlining, lower vehicle mass, a reconfiguration of the primary and
secondary suspension and improved electronics/control systems and related
hardware. While the technical changes did not represent major departures in
engineering design, they were sufficient to preclude automatic certification of the
TR-06 subsystems for use in the TR-07. Few changes have been made in the civil
aspects of the Transrapid guideway since introduced, and most guideway
certifications for the TR-06 continue to be valid for the TR-07. However, certain
functional elements of the guideway such as the stator pack fastening system have
been changed and must be recertified. In addition, a new "double span" 50-meter
steel section is being certified at the test facility.

The Transrapid vehicle uses asuspension system that wraps around the guideway in
a manner that effectively captures the guideway. An important vehicle design
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feature is the uniform distribution of suspension and guidance magnets over the
length of the vehicle. This produces an even loading of the guideway with
potentially less stress in the guideway girder.

Transrapid's guideways are typically elevated and use welded steel or concrete

girders of nominally 25to 50 meters span length. Column support substructures are
either A-shaped or slim-line ("H") concrete pillars. In special sections of the
guideway, at-grade guideways are used with 12 meters approximate span length.
Final fitting of the beams onto the guideway supports is performed on-site using
computer-aided measurements.

Computer-based technologies are used in the design, construction, and installation
of the Transrapid guideway. The guideway route and guideway fabrication and
alignment are optimized for lowest cost and best vehicle ride quality. The use of
computer-integrated manufacturing techniques plays a major role in achieving high
precision guideway installation.

The central control facility maintains automated control of the train operations
during normal conditions and most emergencies. Longitudinal (propulsion) control
of the vehicle is maintained by varying the excitation voltage and frequency of the
guideway linear synchronous motor. The detection of vehicle position and the
transmission of data/voice information is accomplished by on-board vehicle
electronics and devices; other functions, such as route control, vehicle control,

station supervision and control, and communications are maintained through

decentralized wayside equipments but coordinated bythe central control facility.

Failure-tolerant operation is an important requirement for acceptance of the high

speed maglev system. To achieve fault-tolerant operation at these speeds,

automatic control is essential. System components must have high

mean-time-between-failure (MTBF). Critical circuits must be made sufficiently

redundant to ensure high system reliability.

3.1 SYSTEM OPERATIONS

The Operational Control System (OCS) is designed to ensure the safety, control, and

effective supervision of maglev operations. The functions performed by the OCS
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include six major categories: protection, control, supervision, data transmission,
passenger information, and peripheral systems. All these functions are required for
operations although vehicle protection and the related control and data
transmission functions are the most critical ones for ensuring system operational

safety.

The OCS functions are both spatially and functionally distributed throughout the
system, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The magnetic guidance, levitation, andon-board
brake are vital core functions which are critical to the rescue strategy and are located
on-board the vehicle. Other vital on-board vehicle functions include vehicle
location, and vehicle protection and control. The vehicle detection functional
element determines the vehicle position, travel direction, speed, acceleration and
deceleration; while the vehicle protection and control functional element processes
vehicle detection data, status and error messages, and monitors on-board
equipment including the braking subsystems. Data transmission is critical for normal
system operation,but it is not a vital link and allowances for its failure are made.

flexible twitch.

•witch machine

FIGURE 3 -1. TRANSRAPID OPERATIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Functions peripheral to the core functions are spatially distributed between the

trackside equipment and the vehicle. Decentralized and centralized wayside control
functions for route control, vehicle control, station supervision and control, and

communications are used. The important fail-safe control and protection functions

are delegated to wayside (trackside) units, which includes the trackside interfaces to
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power stations for the propulsion/brake control, and to the vehicle for the safe
hovering system. Less critical functions, such as the monitoring and supervision of
systems operations for the automatic speed/position control, are assigned to the
central control facility.

The speed control required to maintain safe operating distances between vehicles is
executed by means ofthe long-stator, linear propulsion system which is arranged in
sections. By separate and alternate power feeding of the left and right sections of
propulsion system windings, additional propulsion reliability is achieved.

3.1.1 Safe Hovering

Uncontrolled vehicle contact with the guideway is considered unacceptable. The
manufacturer hasdesigned a system to preclude total loss of either the levitation or
guidance system. The TOV Rheinland High-Speed Maglev Trains Safety
Requirements state that the vehicle levitation and guidance functions will not be
lost for any combination of system failures, and that the vehicle will maintain itsown
suspension until it is brought to a stop by either the central control or its own
internal control system.

Safe hovering (levitation) requires a high level of reliability. The design attempts to
achieve this reliability for some subsystems through redundancy and minimum
values of mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) of critical components. The
manufacturer uses highly independent redundant systems for both levitation and
guidance. Each magnet has an individual control system with redundant gap
sensors. The gap sensors areoffset such that only one of the gap sensors will sense a
guideway longitudinal beam gap at any one time. This eliminates errors which
might otherwise be introduced by discontinuities (expansion joints) between the
individual guideway beams.

The Transrapid safe hovering concept requires that the vehicle comesto a stop only
at guideway locations where auxiliary power and evacuation means are provided.
The following five requirements are listed by the developer as necessary to ensure
"safe stopping areas" are always reachable.
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(1) The vehicle must develop sufficient velocity before leaving a station so that it
can reliably coast to the next allowed stop location. This requirement is met by
evaluating the vehicle condition at a checkpoint within the vehicle acceleration
zone. If the vehicle hasenough velocity (kinetic energy)to reach the next stop point,
it is allowed to continue. If not, then it is braked to a stop at a station or at an

auxiliary point outside that zone.

(2) The vehicle must be ableto reach that next allowable stop location independent
of the wayside power system (i.e., relying solely on an on-board energy supply).
This requirement is met by assuring sufficient energy is available from batteries and
linear generators to control levitation, braking, and other loads before the vehicle is
dispatched from the station. According to the TUV Rheinland High-Speed Maglev
Trains Safety Requirements, Folio 2, the required energy must beable to besupplied
by any two of the four battery systems. Thyssen-Henschel has reported that two
battery systems can supply all loads including air conditioning, lights, etc., for 7 1/2
minutes without auxiliary power.

(3) The vehicle safe hover and safe stopping systems must have the required
reliability, with electrical and physical autonomy, to limit the risk of multiple
failures to an acceptably low level. This requirement is met by validating the
electrical and mechanical systems through design, analysis, and test to eliminate the
probability of systemic failures. Once the design is validated, failure mode and
effect analyses are performed to assure that subsystems fail in safe modes and do
not jeopardize the vehicle functional safety.

(4) The vehicle must be able to bring itself to asafe stop atasafe stopping location
without any input or guidance from the central control system. This requirement is
met by incorporating position location tracking and control software in the vehicle
control system. Should wayside communications fail, the vehicle control system
takes control and brakes the vehicle by means ofan independent second brake. The
wayside control then shuts down propulsion immediately.

(5) The vehicle control system must have the reliability to assure safe operations
independent of the central control system. This requirement is met by redundancy
within the vehicle. Two redundant microprocessor-based systems are used for
vehicle control. Each system contains three channels which are continuously
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monitored. Loss of one channel in either system is tolerated. A second channel

failure in one unit leads to a stop at the next stop location.

3.1.2 Automatic Train Control (ATC) Operations

The Transrapid signal and control system is a fully automated control system

designed to ensure train operating safety. It serves the two basic functions of (1)

providing a safe and unobstructed travel path, i.e., route integrity, and (2)

maintaining vehicle speed within designated operating specifications, i.e., safe

speed enforcement.

The signal and control system is a SIMIS (Siemens Corp.) based control system

referred to by the German acronym as the BLM. The SIMIS hardware system has

been approved by the German Federal Railways (DB), so that TUV Rheinland does

not intend to recertify it. (TUV Rheinland will, however, certify the control system

software through software validation analyses and tests.) Currently the BLTII, a

subquantity of the BLM, is undergoing certification tests at the Transrapid Test

Facility in Emsland for conformance with the TUV Rheinland High-Speed Maglev

Trains Safety Requirements, Folios 4, 8, and 9 (On-board ATC, Switch, and

Operational ATC Technology). On-board ATC is defined as all the functions and

installations of the operational and vehicle control systems that are located on the

vehicle. Switch includes all security functions concerned with the movement of the

bending switch (i.e., synchronism of the switch positioning motors) and the end
switch terminal position(s). Operational ATC technology is defined as the functions

and installations whose purpose is the safety, control, and supervision of vehicle
operations, as well as intercommunication between them.

Speed Control (Safe Speed Enforcement)

The Transrapid control system relies on various microprocessors at the central
control, at decentralized (wayside) control locations, and on-board the vehicles.

These microprocessors are designed, implemented, and their operation verified with
several fail-safe, fail-active, and fail-tolerant methodologies for both the hardware
and software. In addition, a variety of sensors are utilized for vehicle location,
switch position, and monitoring wind speed and temperature.
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The predetermined speed profiles and operating scenarios, available in the central
control computer data files, are selected by the central control operator for
implementation. Once thedesired speed profile or operating scenario is chosen, it is
automatically transferred tothedecentralized control points for the coordination of
vehicle propulsion and braking. The on-board vehicle control computer is
continuously provided with adequate information (such as vehicle and safe stopping
area locations) via its data link to central control, so as to permit stopping of the
vehicle at any time during the trip at the next available safe stopping point
independent of further outside information from either the central or wayside
control.

Position Control (Route Integrity)

Once the speed profile is chosen, the decentralized (wayside) portion of the control
system requests the necessary route to implement the operational plan. Before such
authority is granted, the condition of the requested route such as switch position
and location of other vehicles relative to the safe granting of such authority is
checked by wayside components of the signal and control system. Only when the
route is deemed safe to proceed on (predetermined switch position requirements
and guideway occupancy conditions, i.e., safe headway between trains, etc., are
met) is authority given by the route integrity portion of the control system to the
control elements governing the propulsion systems for the cleared portion of the
route. When a route is cleared for operation and operation commences, the safe
speed enforcement portion of the control system monitors vehicle speed to assure it
remains within the specified profile.

The route integrity portion of the control system is responsible for determining if the
route requested by the system operator at the central control is safe for the
requested operation. Before the switch is deemed "in place", all end position and
locking sensors must register the correct position. The switch is kept in place by a
mechanical lock.

The switch position sensors must be able to accurately determine switch position

within a required +/-1.5 mm tolerance. Before the switch isdeemed "in place," all
three sensors (left, right, and center), must register the correct position. For the

hydraulic switch each of eight hydraulic switch cylinders must be monitored, the
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hydraulic locks must beactivated, andthe position sensor for each sensor must beset
within 2.5 percent ofthe design location forthat cylinder.

The vehicle location system is the Incremental Vehicle Location System (INKREFA), a
passive loop coding in theguideway that is integrated (scanned) by an active vehicle
mounted sensor system. These position tags (position identification markers or
points) in the guideway are located at varying distances on the order of 200 meters.
This gives the raw position. Astored table delivers an absolute vehicle position
according to the tag number. Starting from these raw positions, fine position is
achieved by counting the stator pack groves. Redundancy is introduced in the
determination of both the raw and fine position of the vehicle by locating two
readers on each side of the vehicle and placing tags on both sides of the guideway.
Vehicle location, when verified by internal checks, is transmitted to the central
control via a data transmission link comprising a 40 GHz radio link between vehicle
and wayside receivers and a fiber-optic cable link between the receivers and the
central control. The system is designed so that two receivers are in range at any one
time, and the vehicle has two autonomous transmitters. At least two of the four
position readers must agree. Otherwise, the most recent successful location reading
is used toextrapolate the correct position until thenext successful reading.

3.1.3 Emergency Brake Operations

Effective vehicle braking is necessary to ensure controlled deceleration in the event
of an emergency. The Transrapid TR-07 includes both a primary and secondary
braking system. The secondary braking system functions independently of the
primary braking system and provides controlled braking should the primary brake
fail.

The primary brake is initiated by the central control system, which controls the long
stator propulsion motor (drive) to reverse vehicle thrust. Electrical energy generated
during vehicle braking is dissipated in load resistors at the substation. An eddy
current braking system provides secondary braking using longitudinal vehicle
magnets to induce eddy currents inthe nonlaminated track guide rails.

Each vehicle has two eddy-current brakes. Each brake consists of a 16-pole
longitudinal magnet 2 meters long grouped into four autonomous 4-pole units,
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each powered by a separate chopper from one of the four independent 440 Vdc
on-board power networks. The eddy-current brake force decreases sharply below
about 150 km/h so that final emergency braking requires the levitation magnets to
bede-energized and the vehicle to come to a stop on landing skids. At the test track
in Germany, the vehicle settles onskids at 120 km/h instead ofthe design speed of 50
km/h. This increase in de-levitation speed was required because of high magnetic
forces on the guide rails. For revenue application strongerguidance rail mounting is
planned to allow for eddycurrentbrakeoperationdown to 50 km/h.

3.2 FACILITIES DESCRIPTION

3.2.1 Central Control

The central control serves as an operating base for the staff assigned to handle
traffic timetables and line information. The center houses high-capacity process

computers, with peripheral equipment, with the responsibility for supervisory
control over the moving vehicle (route control) and for the display of traffic
information in a manner conducive to interactive dialogue among staff.

The operational handling of the traffic network entails the responsibility for
automatic control of the operational sequence, i.e., timetable data. However,
operating staff can intervene and make modifications to the timetable, thereby
changing the operational sequence as required. In case of minor disturbances in the
scheduled operations, the systems operation is able to adjust operations bychanging
or modifying the timetable. Should major problems in scheduling occur, the
operator can take measures to correct or bypass faults via the timetable
development. Process computers in the central control allow a timely prognosis of
the intended measures through simulations which permit predictions to be made of
the effect of alternative scheduling or timetables.

3.2.2 Maintenance Facility

The Florida Maglev Demonstration Project will include a single maintenance facility

located slightly west of the International Drive terminal (passenger station). The

facility will have six berths (guideway tracks) to accommodate four trains plus

guideway maintenance and emergency vehicles. The facility will serve both as a
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maintenance area for vehicle servicing and repair and as a base for educational tours
for the public.

The maintenance facility is designed to service a fleet of five trainsets of five cars

each, with the option to extend to eight cars pertrain. The maintenance bayswill be
long enough to accommodate complete trainsets (five-cars). Two tracks are

equipped with dual-level platforms, the upper level for cabin access for interior

vehicle cleaning and maintenance, and the lower level for maintenance on the

levitation, guidance, and power supply systems. Two tracks have only a single
platform for maintenance on the levitation and guidance magnets and other
equipment located below the passenger cabin. Two tracks are for the ancillary or
special purpose vehicles. An overhead traveling crane is planned for this bay for
loading and maintaining any wheel-propelled vehicles.

3.2.3 Passenger Stations

The Florida Maglev Demonstration Project will include two passenger stations, one
at the Orlando airport and another at the International Drive terminal end of the

maglev line. The siting and design of the terminal at the airport will be governed by
the special requirements of the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA).

The two passenger stations must satisfy the passenger flow and baggage handling
requirements and constraints of the two sites. Since both stations have different

passenger flows and functional processes, their approaches to passenger handling

will be different. In particular, the maglev airport terminal will function in a manner

similar to the existing Orlando airside terminal, with passengers accessing the

maglev terminal coming primarily from the landside Orlando airport via an

Automated Ground Transport (AGT). Two AGT berths will be available for

alternating shuttles between the maglev and landside airport terminals.

The International Drive terminal will function as a combination airport landside and

airside terminal with an upper level for the maglev departure and drive-up access

ramp. The middle level will be the maglev platform level with the guideway track to

extend beyond the passenger terminal on to the maintenance facility (located west

of the passenger terminal). The lower level will be the maglev arrival level with
baggage claim and drive-up accessfor passenger and baggage pickup.
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3.2.4 Power Substations and Distribution Line

Electrical power for the maglev propulsion system is provided by substations
(typically spaced 10 to 30 km apart) which convert 3-phase utility power intovariable
voltage, variable frequency (VVVF) power as required by the maglev. The
substations are dual redundant power systems, with each half of the substation
having a transformer rectifierunit feeding a pair of 3-phase inverters.

The Florida Maglev Demonstration Project has threesubstations: Substations 1and 2
located at each end of the guideway track, and Substation 3 located at the
maintenance area. Substation 3 is operated independently of the Substations 1

and 2.

The substation equipment is sized so that either half of the system can power the
vehicle at reduced speed to the next station from any point in the system. The
inverter outputs are fed to the guideway feeder lines through transformers
connected in series or parallel according to the inverter frequency. Substations 1
and 2 have an output phase current of 700 A, with 6.9 kv per phase for each stator
side fora maximum power outputof 29 mvA per substation. Substation 3 has a total
output of 4 mvA and has no output transformers.

The inverters are controlled to yield maximum thrust by adjusting the voltage
frequency and phase so that maximum current loading of the propulsion windings
coincides with the maximum magnetic field produced by the field coils. At low
speeds (below 100 km/h), the inverters are directly connected to the feeder; the
transformer secondariesact as current-equalizing inductorsand parallel the inverter
outputs, enabling higher currents at lower voltages. At higher speeds (greater than
100 km/h), the transformer primaries are reconnected to the inverters and the
secondaries are connected in series. This provides higher voltages at reduced
currents as required to sustain vehicle operation at the higher speed range.

The substation variable voltage, variable frequency power output is distributed to
the guideway long stator motors through a linear network of feeder cables.
Switching stations for connecting the power distribution line to the propulsion
winding are positioned along the track at intervals between 300 and 3000 meters.
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Low-wear vacuum circuit breakers at the switching stations are used to connect the

motor section to the inverter. The long-stator motor sections are arranged in

staggered fashion on both sides of the guideway such that each inverter group

powers alternate sections along each track side. This ensures that the maglev vehicle

is always over an energized track segment if power from either inverter section

should be lost. This scheme takes advantage of substation redundancy and

guarantees that the vehicle can complete its trip, although at reduced speed.

3.3 VEHICLE

The Transrapid vehicles are operated as a train of multiple coupled cars, or sections,

with nose sections at each end. Each section is 25.5 meters long with a capacity of

about 100 passengers. Listed in Table 3-1 are the dimensions and weights of the

TR-07 vehicle.

|| Dimension
Coach Body (single end section)

Length 25.5 (m)

Width 3.7 (m) |
Overall Height 3.95 (m) |
HeightAbove Floor Edge 2.27 (m)

Weight

I Coach Body Carcass
j (single end section)

5.173 (kg)

I Tare Weight
| (two end sections)

90 ft)

Payload

| (two end sections)
16 (t)

(200 passengers)

j Support and Guidance System 19.5 (t)

TABLE 3-1. TRANSRAPID TR-07 VEHICLE DATA

The coach body performs several functions. The enclosure, with equipment for
heating and cooling, provides a protective and comfortable housing for passengers.
Also, as a load-carrying member, it provides a path for the load to be transmitted to

the suspension system. Finally, the external shape of the shell can be streamlined to
minimize aerodynamic drag.
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The coach body is constructed with prefabricated units with sections having
optimized profiles with a smooth outer surface. The body underfloor structure is
bolted to the floor frame byT-nuts. The transverse section consists of prefabricated
aluminum trusses which are joined on their underside to form a continuous smooth
underfloor with glued-in sandwich plates. The roof, rear wall and floor likewise
consist of a glued-in sandwich plate.

The top part ofthe vehicle is a form ofsandwich shell made ofglass fiber plastic and
is bonded to the floor frame and cylindrical, longitudinal wall of the coach body.
The undercarriage area which encloses the guideway is encased in fiberglass shrouds
which complete the lower outer shell.

The sidewindows consist of two panes, individually bonded into the coach structure
from inside and outside. The front windows are constructed of three chemically

hardened float glass panes.

Doors are located at the extremes of the vehicle structure for increased stiffness.
They are single-wing, swinging/sliding doors with inflatable seals. To meet passive
fire protection standards, the interior furnishings meet the 1988 Air Transport
Standards (five-minute fire at 1100QC without the emission of harmful fumes at
120°C on the outside of the interior vehicle cladding to protect the vehicle

structure).

3.3.1 Suspension and Guidance

Suspension systems are commonly divided in at least two stages, a primary and a
secondary suspension. The Transrapid maglev vehicle's primary suspension directly
interfaces with the guideway to support and guide the vehicle using magnetic
forces. The secondary suspension system provides additional isolation of the vehicle

body from the guideway to provide acceptable ride quality.

In the primary suspension system, the support and guidance functions of the vehicle

are performed by electromagnets generating an attractive force on the guideway.

The axial flux support magnets on the vehicle are oriented to produce a vertical

attractive force at the bottom face of the stator, lifting the vehicle up. A separate
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set of transverse flux guidance magnets on the vehicle are oriented to produce a
lateral attractive force on the guidance rail to guide the vehicle. The field strength
on the magnets is actively controlled to maintain an eight-millimeter gap between
the magnets and the reaction surfaces on the guideway. Shown in Figure 3-2 is a
lengthwise view of.the vehicle suspension.

To follow the lateral and vertical irregularities on the guideway, the magnets along
the length of the vehicle are connected together to form a chain-type arrangement.
Each magnet is 3 meters long, with 30 support magnets and 24 guidance magnets
over the two vehicle sections (Figure 3-2). The support and guidance magnets are
mounted on the bow of the levitation frame and are arranged to pivot relative to
each other to form hinge points. The support magnets slide on lateral guides and
are sprung laterally on the levitation frame, while the guidance magnets slide on
vertical guides and are sprung vertically. An axonometric view of the levitation

frame with its support and guidance magnets isshown in Figure 3-3 while the cross
sectional view of the suspension system isshown in Figure 3-4.

The secondary suspension provides an additional level of isolation between the

coach body and guideway. There are 32 pneumatic springs that provide vertical
suspension between the two coach bodies and the levitation frames. To permit free
lateral motion of the coach body from the levitation frame without hindering the
function of the vertical pneumatic springs, a series of rods are used to control the
lateral suspension. The coach bodies are suspended in a pendulum fashion swinging
on 32 guide rods to control both the lateral and vertical motions (Figure 3-4).

To control the roll motion of the coach body, a series of roll stabilizing devices are

used in the secondary suspension. There are 12 pairs of roll stabilizers for the two

vehicle sections. Each roll stabilizer consists of a pair of hydraulic cylinders that are

connected to permit unconstrained vertical movement, but provide a stiff roll

natural frequency of 3 Hz. Shown in Figure 3-5 is a cross-sectional view of the vehicle

with the roll stabilizer.
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FIGURE 3-3. AXONOMETRIC VIEW OF LEVITATION FRAME WITH SUPPORT AND

GUIDANCE MAGNETS
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3.3.2 Propulsion and Braking

Propulsion of the Transrapid vehicle is performed electrically by means of a linear
synchronous motor. The vehicle, acting as the rotor portion of asynchronous motor,
contains the direct-current excited field windings. The magnets on the vehicle that
are used to generate the field poles for propulsion in the linear motor are also the
same as the support magnets. The excitation (or support) magnets are of the axial
flux type with a nominal pole pitch of 0.258 meters which interacts with the
traveling magnetic field onthe guideway stator to provide thrust to the vehicle.

Once the vehicle is in motion, there are two methods of decelerating the vehicle.
The linear motor becomes a brake by reversing its thrust to decelerate the vehicle.
When functioning in this mode, the linear motor becomes the operating brake. In
the event of failure in the motor, eddy-current or throughbrakes are used to
decelerate the vehicle. (See Section 3.1.3 Emergency Brake Operations.) These
brakes are axial flux magnets acting on the guidance rail which generates a drag
force only while the vehicle is in motion. There are two eddy-current brakes with
four autonomous function units in each vehicle section. Once the vehicle has
reduced its speed sufficiently and the eddy-current brakes lose efficiency, the vehicle
can be lowered on its support skids to bring the vehicle to a stop.

3.3.3 Power Supply and Collection

The Transrapid vehicles do not contain any on-board power plant. There are on
board storage batteries that provide power independent of any external sources.
Each vehicle section contains four electrically isolated battery buffered 440-volt
circuits. These batteries are recharged by power transmitted from the guideway
through linear generators asthe vehicle ismoving.

The linear generators provide for noncontact power collection to the vehicle by
induction with the magnetic flux from the guideway-mounted long-stator motor
sections. Integrated with each support magnet are windings in the pole shoes to
form two 5-phase symmetrical linear generators. The linear generators are effective
onlywhilethe vehicle is in motion. At speeds below 100 km/h, power from the linear
generators supplements the batteries to provide adequate power for vehicle
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operation, while above 100 km/h, power from the linear generators is used for
providing all vehicle power aswell as recharging the storage batteries.

3.3.4 Magnet Controller Redundancy

In the Transrapid TR-07 design, the vehicle is supported and guided by trains of
magnets, each three meters long, supported by brackets which link the magnets
together in a manner which produces a kinematic hinge between the magnets as
shown schematically in Figure 3-6. As described below, the forces acting on the
magnets are controlled to maintain (on the average) a constant distance between

the hinge points and the levitation (or guidance) surfaces.

The position of each hinge point is controlled by two independent control circuits as
illustrated in Figure 3-6. If one of the control units was to fail, the second unit is fully
capable of performing the function of controlling the hinge location and supplying
the needed levitation or guidance force. Each magnet is divided electrically into two
magnetic units and contains two gap sensors and an accelerometer at each end of

the magnet. The gap at the hinge point is controlled by controllers 2 and 3. For
controller2, the gap signal is obtained by combining gaps measured by gap sensors
A-3 and B-1. This gap signal is compared to the desired gap to provide the gap error
signal used in the control loop discussed in Section 3.4.3. The required acceleration
signal is provided by accelerometer AA-20. Controller 2 and chopper provide the
current to magnetic unit 2A to generate magnetic forces to reduce the gap and
position errors. Similarly, controller3 combinesthe gaps measured by gap sensorsA-
4 and B-2 to produce a change in the current in magnet unit 1B. Controllers 2 and 3
and their associated sensorcircuits are completely independent.

The physical separation of the two gap sensors permits the gap control to be
maintained overthermal expansion joints inthe support and guidance rails. A large
gap signal occursat a sensor when it passesover an expansion joint. The controller is
designed to ignore this effect by combining the signals from sensorson each side of
the hinge. Since the gap sensorsare separated from each other, only one sensor at a
time encounters the expansion joint. The other sensor gives an accurate
measurement of gap. The controller compares the two gaps to create the gap signal
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and if the difference between the measurements is greater than 1.5 mm, the smaller

gap istaken as the input. Otherwise, the gap signal used for control is the average of

that obtained from each sensor.

3.4 GUIDEWAY

In a tracked transport, the guideway constitutes the stationary structure whose

principal function is to bear the supporting and guiding loads of the vehicle. It can

also contain electronically active elements serving as an integral part of the

propulsion system and automated to control speed, start, and stop functions of the

vehicle. With the vehicle being confined to move linearly with the guideway,

provisions are made to allow for branching out and merging together of the various

routes by guideway switch mechanisms.

3.4.1 Guideway Construction

The main supporting structure of the Transrapid guideway is a concrete or steel

girder with a T-shaped cross section where the vehicle wraps around the top of the

guideway. A cross section of the guideway is shown in Figure 3-7 illustrating the

wrap-around design of the vehicle.

While the guideway girder provides the load support for the vehicle, functional

components are required on the guideway for the vehicle to operate. There are

three types of functional components mounted on the guideway girder (Figure 3-8).

Underneath each cantilever of the T-shaped guideway are the long stators which,

perform the following functions: produce the traveling magnetic field for the linear

motor, provide power through induction for the linear generators, and serve as an

attractive-reaction rail for the levitation magnets. On both outside edges of the

cantilevers are the guidance rails that interact with the guide magnets to provide

the lateral attractive force to guide the vehicle and reaction rail for eddy current

brake. The third component is the two parallel gliding planes on the top surface of

the girder which the support skids of the vehicle contact when the vehicle is lowered

onto the guideway.
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3.4.2 Guideway Geometry

Tolerances are imposed on the Transrapid guideway geometry deviations to provide
acceptable dynamic response of the vehicle and to maintain minimum clearances

between the vehicle and guideway. Areas where deviations in the guideway can
occur include the spacing where two girders meet, deflections in the girder, and

variations in the position of the stator packs and guidance rails.

In the following some typical values of TVE for elasticity, precurvature and

tolerances are given, which in detail vary with temperature, single or two span

design, material and designed speed.

Each span of the guideway girder is cambered to limit the girder curvature under
vertical loads. An upward camber of 3.4 mm above the ideal profile is built into a

single 25-meter span, which results in a maximum downward displacement of 6.8
mm under loaded condition, or a deflection of 3.4 mm below the ideal profile (Table

3-2 and Figure 3-9b).

Deflections in the guideway girder can occur in both the lateral and vertical

directions. Shown in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-10 are tolerances for guideway

deflections which are specified over a single 25-meter span. A larger tolerance is

permitted for a single vertical deviation (Figure 3-10b) than for a periodic vertical

deviation (Figure 3-10c).

| GUIDEWAY Dimension Tolerance [
Beam Camber

verticalupward precurvaturefor
25 meter span

3.4 (mm)

"

Lateral Beam Deviation

lateral tolerance In a

25 (m) span

^™ 4.1 (mm)

jVertical Beam Deviation
j vertical tolerance In a
I 25 (m) span for asingle
j perturbation

8.0 (mm)

Vertical Beam Deviation

vertical tolerance In a

25 (m) span fora periodic
| perturbation

6.2 (mm)

TABLE 3-2. GUIDEWAY DEFLECTION
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FIGURE 3-10. TOLERANCES FOR GUIDEWAY GIRDER DEVIATION FOR (A) LATERAL

DEVIATIONS, (B) SINGLE VERTICAL DEVIATIONS, AND (C) PERIODIC VERTICAL

DEVIATIONS
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The guideway is composed of individual girders and a smooth transition is necessary

as the vehicle rides over the space between consecutive girders. The spacing

produces longitudinal gaps, and lateral and vertical steps between the functional

components. Shown in Figure 3-11 and Table 3-3 are the dimensions and tolerances

between functional components on consecutive girders.

Along the guideway girder, variations in position can exist in the individual

functional components. Tolerances for these variations are shown in Figure 3-12 and

Table 3-4.

3.4.3 Vehicle/Guidewav Interaction

The Transrapid system uses controlled electromagnetic elements to support and

guide the vehicle. The force attracting the magnet to the support rail is

approximately proportional to the ratio of current (I) to gap (s) squared.

* CI2F=
s2

For small gap variations, the electromagnet and the Transrapid control scheme could

be represented as a simple spring mass system with a natural frequency of 5 Hz for

an effective stiffness of 0.5 kN/mm or 10 Hz for a stiffness of 2 kN/mm.

However, if the control is based only on the deviation of the gap from the nominal

gap, the system would have no damping and would have a large response to

guideway irregularities at the wavelength which corresponded to the natural

frequency of the spring mass system at the operating speed.

In order to provide damping, the Transrapid maglev system uses a filter to create a

signal proportional to the rate of change of the gap combined with the signal from

an accelerometer.

Guideways have irregularity spectra that typically consist of large amplitudes at long
wavelengths and small amplitudes at short wavelengths. Long wavelengths typically
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FIGURE 3-12. TOLERANCES IN FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS ON GUIDEWAY GIRDER:

(A) LATERAL TOLERANCE, (B) VERTICAL TOLERANCE, AND (C) LATERAL AND

VERTICAL TOLERANCES
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| GUIDEWAY Dimension Tolerance

Gliding Plane SO(mm) +33(mm)

longitudinal gap tolerance -17(mm)

between gilding plane

Gliding Plane —
0.6 (mm)

vertical step tolerancebetween

| gliding planes
|Guidance Ran SO(mm) +33 (mm)

1 longitudinal gap tolerance -17 (mm)

\ between guidance rails
Guidance Rail — 1 (mm)

lateral step tolerance between

guidance rails

Stator Pack 37 (mm) +33 (mm)

longitudinal gap tolerance •17 (mm)

between bottom surfaces of

stator packs

Stator Pack — 0.6 (mm)

vertical step tolerance between

| bottom surfaces of stator packs
• ii

TABLE 3-3. GUIDEWAY TOLERANCE OF FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS BETWEEN

CONSECUTIVE GIRDERS

| GUIDEWAY Dimension Tolerance

Track Gauge
outside distance between

guidance rails

2800 (mm) +/-2(mm)

Gliding Plane

vertical tolerance

—
+/-3(mm)

Gliding Plane

cant tolerance

—
+/-0.11 (deg)

|Guidance RaB
| lateral tolerance

—
+/-2(mm)

jStator Pack
I vertical tolerance for bottom
| surface of stator pack

mmm +/-2(mm)

JStator Pack/Gliding Plane
B vertical distance from top of
1 gliding plane tobottom surface
H of stator pack

365 (mm) +2 (mm)

•6 (mm)

TABLE 3-4. GUIDEWAY TOLERANCE OF POSITIONAL VARIATIONS IN FUNCTIONAL

COMPONENTS
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represent route alignment while short wavelengths are typically due to surface

roughness and assembly tolerances.

In the design of the Transrapid type of maglev system, there is a trade-off between

the guideway tolerances and the power required for levitation. This trade-off,

combined with limitations on achievable magnet force to weight ratios and

electromagnet inductance define the frequency (irregularity wavelength and speed)

response requirements of the gap control system.

For any reasonable gap, it is necessary for the magnet to follow long wavelengths.

For short wavelengths, it is desirable to use the gap to accommodate the

irregularities, since a higher gap frequency response results in more power

consumption and more difficult to achieve electromagnet physical characteristic

requirements. However, a lower gap frequency response requires a larger gap or

tighter guideway irregularity tolerances. A larger gap is also associated with

increased power requirements, while tighter tolerances are normally associated

with increased guideway costs. The Transrapid system uses a transition frequency of

between 5 and 10 Hz.

A schematic of the control system is shown in Figure 3-13. For frequencies below the

transition frequency, the system is dominated by the gap control loop which works

to maintain a constant value of the gap to cause the magnet to follow the guideway

alignment including irregularities at long wavelengths. At wavelengths

corresponding to frequencies above the transition frequency, the "position" control

loop containing the accelerometer acts to maintain straight line motion ignoring

short wavelength irregularities. The position control loop also acts to prevent gap

changes from occurring as a result of sudden transient changes in load on the

magnet.

The integration shown in the gap control loop serves to compensate for variations in
Mohirla tA/ainttt imrtliAri kn nuc&nnar l<i=i/-Jcvehicle weight implied by passenger loads

Based upon discussions with Transrapid personnel, it is believed that the 5 Hz system

is a good representation of the TR-06 control system and that efforts are being made

to achieve the 10 Hz characteristic for the TR-07 vehicle.
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In Figures 3-14 and 3-15,the irregularityamplitude required to produce an 8mm gap
change for the hypothetical electromagnetic levitation control system isshown as a
function of frequency or wavelength and vehicle speed. Wavelengths at the 25
meter pillar spacing produce a 5 Hz input to the vehicle at 500 km/h.

3.4.4 Guideway Switch

In a tracked transport, as the path of a guideway diverges to two or more paths, a
mechanism is required to switch a moving vehicle smoothly from one path of the
guideway to another. The Transrapid guideway accomplishes the switching
operation by having a section of the guideway bend to direct a vehicle to one of two

paths of the guideway. The bending switch is designed with a box girder cross
section that iscontinuously welded for multiple span. Each span, except at support 0
where it is fixed and at the following supports with small lateral movement where

there are glide bearings, issupported on a transverse support frame with two wheels
to allow for lateral movement of the guideway. An electromechanical or hydraulic
actuator is employed at each movable span to bend the guideway. Figure 3-16
shows the bending switch.

While the girder bends during the switching operation, the functional components
that are mounted on the girder do not participate in the bending. Each of the
functional components is mounted as short discrete units about one meter long to
provide a piecewise linear change in direction. The individual units are mounted

with one end fixed while the other end is attached by an axial bearing to allow for
small changes in the arc length of the girder without affecting the functional
components.

Finally, since the switch isa movable mechanism of the guideway, a properly aligned

and locked switch is necessary to ensure safe passage of a vehicle. In the
electromechanical drive, there are three locking devices. The switch is locked by
actuating rods fixed through a knuckle-joint effect. It is also locked through a
braked-in drive motor and a self-locking gear.
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FIGURE 3-14. IRREGULARITY AMPLITUDE TO PRODUCE 8MM GAP CHANGE FOR
HYPOTHETICAL MAGNETIC SUSPENSION CONTROL SYSTEMS TRAVELLING AT 250

KM/H
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FIGURE 3-15. IRREGULARITY AMPLITUDE TO PRODUCE 8MM GAP CHANGE FOR
HYPOTHETICAL MAGNETIC SUSPENSION CONTROL SYSTEMS TRAVELLING AT 500
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FIGURE 3-16. BENDING SWITCH: (A.B) TWO VIEWS OF SWITCH IN THE BENT
POSITION SHOWING THE POSITIONING OF THE FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS. AND

(C) VIEW SHOWING THE SUPPORT WHEELS
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3.5 PROCEDURES

3.5.1 Revenue Operation Procedures

Revenue operations are managed primarily by the control center under the
supervision of the Operations Supervisor. The procedures for revenue (and non-
revenue) operation are contained in the operating manual which describes the
various system tasks and functions, types of operations, and methods of handling
malfunctions in systems operations. Close coordination of revenue operations with
the technical department is required to ensure the use of trains is consistent with
maintenance and service scheduling requirements.

The driver of the train is not actively in control of the train. Local control of the train
by thetrain driver occurs only for the routine command for station train departures
(after consulting with train attendants). The exception is during emergencies or
other abnormal operating conditions when manual control isexercised.

The central control initiates and controls the train operations according to demand
or selected time schedules using dual redundant computer systems. Control and
monitoring panels facilitate the operations management by providing convenient
visual displays of operations and means for implementing control functions.

3.5.2 Maintenance Procedures

An effective maintenance program is important to ensure the maglev system
maintains a high level of operating efficiency. This requires the construction of
maintenance facilities and the development of a maintenance plan for operating
subsystems and system equipments.

Vehicle Maintenance

Maintenance for maglev vehicles falls into the following categories; car cleaning,
preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and component repair and
overhaul.
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Preventive maintenance should be planned so that successive preventive
maintenance includes previous activities as well as additional tasks determined to be
necessary to maintain the high operational integrity of the system. The vehicle
preventive maintenance program is based on passenger unit and annual run
distance and iscontrolled by life-cycle data.

Corrective maintenance involves the restoration of a failed or defective unit to an
operable or normal state. It can vary from correcting minor defects to failures which
result in stopped trains. The schedule for corrective maintenance depends on the
type of equipment malfunction with those malfunctions which result in stopped
trains receiving the highest priority. The procedures for corrective maintenance and
the use of diagnostic and test equipment to isolate a fault in the appropriate
subsystem are described in the maintenance manual.

Wavside Maintenance

The goal of wayside maintenance is to maintain the stationary facilities and
equipment in a safe and reliable operating condition. Wayside maintenance
includes the maintenance of the guideway structure, guideway equipment,
telecommunications, energysupply equipment, and guidewayswitches.

Periodic reviews of maintenance procedures are required to determine if specific
changes should be made in the frequency orcontent of the preventive maintenance
program.

The wayside maintenance program includes different types of inspections, services,
and tests depending upon the component involved. For example, wayside switches
require servicing and refilling of fluids in the hydraulic switch devices.

3.5.3 Emergency Procedures

While the Transrapid system is designed to limit the likelihood of a critical system
failure, emergency procedures are required should a system failure occur requiring
partial or total system shutdown.
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3.6 PERSONNEL

The number of personnel involved in the construction of the Transrapid system
cannot be precisely determined though it is estimated a minimum of 1000 persons is
required for the demonstration project installation. Once completed, it isestimated
the project will employ at least 300 persons in train operations, maintenance,
baggage handling, and other areas.

Subsequent to the completion of the Transrapid system and during the
commissioning phase, key personnel will be recruited to supervise the future
operation and maintenance of the TR-07 maglev. It is understood that training for
these personnel is to be provided by experts of Transrapid's technical staff. The
following identifies three operations and seven maintenance staff positions and
respective duties for which staff recruitment may be required.

3.6.1 Operations Staff Personnel

(1) Operations Manager

Duties: Overall management and direction of operations; responsible for material,

manpower and annual budgets and implementing policies and procedures to ensure
cost-effective operations.

(2) Operations Supervisor

Duties: Responsible for planning, scheduling, and implementing all aspects of the

system operation; supervises system operators; responsible for all aspects of

day-to-day operations including responses to passenger inquiries; coordinates
engineering and maintenance activities with scheduled operations and coordinates
and directs personnel in event of emergencies.

(3) System Operator

Duties: Responsible for daily operation of the control center including monitoring
system operations, train movements, electrical distribution system, station

operations, and control system operations; responsible for safe operation of the
system, authorizing maintenance activities in and around the guideway, including
responses to stalled trains and vehicle retrieval operations.
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(4) On-board Attendant

Duties: Responsible for all manual-related train operations during normal and
emergency conditions; responsible for monitoring and implementing on-board
vehicle control functions and alerting Central Control of irregular vehicle operations

or on-board equipment malfunctions; responsible for manual control of train
during emergencies, and directing and supervising vehicle evacuation under stalled
conditions.

(5) Station Clerk

Duties: Responsible for effective operation of passenger station including passenger
ticketing and providing scheduling information and assistance to passengers as

required; responsible for implementing security measures to ensure train
operational safety during station arrivals and departures; responsible for advising
Central Control of circumstances which could affect train scheduling.

3.6.2 Maintenance Staff Personnel

(1) Maintenance Manager

Duties: Overall management and direction of maintenance activities; in conjunction
with operations manager, is responsible for material, manpower, and annual
budgets and implementing policies and procedures to ensure cost-effective
operations.

(2) Maintenance Controller

Duties: Schedules, coordinates, and documents maintenance and inspection

activities as directed by the maintenance manager; reviews system maintenance
requirements and insures materials, parts, supplies and equipment required to
support maintenance effort are requisitioned and scheduled.

(3) Maintenance Supervisor

Duties: Overall supervision and guidance of maintenance activities in accordance
with policies, procedures and practices established by the maintenance manager;
supervises personnel in inspection, cleaning, maintenance, and repair of
vehicles/guideway and associated mechanical systemsand support equipment.
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(4) Lead Mechanical Technician

Duties: Inspects, troubleshoots, removes, installs, repairs mechanical systems and

components as directed by Maintenance Supervisor.

(5) Mechanical Technician

Duties: Inspects, troubleshoots, removes, installs, repairs mechanical systems and

components under direction of lead mechanical technician.

(6) Lead Electrical/Electronic Technician

Duties: Inspects, troubleshoots, repairs, removes and installs electronic and electrical

equipment and test equipment under direction of maintenance supervisor.

Supervises electrical/electronic technicians.

(7) Electrical/Electronic Technician

Duties: Inspects, troubleshoots, repairs, removes, and installs electronic and

electrical equipment and test equipment under direction of lead electrical/electronic

technician.
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4. IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL MAGLEV SAFETY ISSUES

Having defined the system, the next step in the hazard resolution process is the
identification of the potential hazards. When identifying the safety hazards present
in a system, a major concern is what portion of the total number of system hazards
has been identified. The quality or type of hazard analysis will greatly influence the
total number of hazards identified. There are many types of generic and specific

safety hazards associated with the operation of any transportation system. Some

safety hazards may be anticipated; others may go unnoticed until one of them
results in the occurrence of an undesired, injury-producing, or life-threatening

event. The principal undesirable event (safety issue) for maglev operation, from the
viewpoint of public safety, is a "casualty" (implicitly including passenger and
personnel injuries as potential casualties - see Figure 4-10). Property loss and system
loss are not considered to be a safety issue in this analysis contrary to some FRA

accident criteria which consider these as safety issues.

4.1 HAZARD IDENTIFICATION APPROACH

There are four basic methods of hazard identification that may be employed to

identify hazards. These methods are:

o Data from previous accidents (case studies) or operating experience,

o Judgment of knowledgeable individuals and scenario development,
o Generic hazard checklists, and

o Formal hazard analysis techniques.

With the exception of the hazard checklists, the initial step in identifying the hazards
in each of these methods is the identification of the undesired event that may result

if the hazard(s) is not eliminated or controlled. For the purposes of this analysis, the
identified undesired events are the safety issues that must be resolved to provide the
passengers and employees withthe highestlevel of safety practical. Each individual
undesired event may be precipitated byany one or more hazards.
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4.1.1 Data from Previous Accidents

Examination of previous accident experience can provide an insight into what has
happened in the past. High speed maglev vehicles, although having been under

development for many years, do not have a large exposure base in passenger service.
The limited operating experience of high speed maglev systems has not resulted in
the occurrence of any deaths or serious injuries. The German Transrapid TR-06
maglev vehicle and system conducted a public demonstration during June 1988. This

demonstration consisted of twenty-five days operation in which 333 trips were made
and 16,650 passengers transported. During this demonstration period, the system
averaged 14.3 trips per day and a total of 96 hours of operation. Of the 333 trips,
only four trips experienced problems and of the four, the vehicle had to be towed

back only once. This limited data is insufficient to provide a thorough
understanding of the variety of potential hazards that may occur in maglev
operations.

Recognizing that the information available on maglev systems is very limited, it is
necessary to examine data from other types of transportation vehicles to identify
potential undesired events and the contributing safety hazards and gain insight into
the kinds of potential emergency situations which could occur. In examining other
systems, it is important to understand that the maglev system has several

characteristics unique to maglev operations and several characteristics that are
common among all transportation systems. For example, the concept of movement

without guideway contact is unique to maglev, whereas the fire safety
characteristics of the vehicle interior materials is common to all transportation
systems.

Finally, it is important to note that identification of hazards solelythrough review of
previous accident data or experience is not a satisfactory approach because
identified hazards will be limited only to previous accidents while new and future
hazards will not be identified.

4.1.2 Expert Opinion and Hazard Scenarios

The primary safety concern associated with maglev operation is the occurrence of a
passenger or employee casualty. To assist in understanding the mechanism by which
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these events may occur, hazard scenarios have been developed. The first step in the
development of the hazard scenarios is the identification of undesired events that
may occur and thereby result in the occurrence of such a casualty. Judgment by
knowledgeable individuals was used to provide a starting point for the
identification of the types of emergency situations or "undesirable events," which
can occur.

The following nine undesired events represent situations that may result in a
casualty:

o Fire/explosion in vehicle,
o Fire in other critical system element,

o Vehicle collision,

o Vehicle leaves guideway,

o Sudden stop,

o Vehicle does not slow/stop at station,

o Vehicle stranded between stations or, safe evacuation points,

o Inability to reach and rescue maglev vehicle occupants, and
o Passenger injury/illness.

Table 4-1 presents a listing of these undesired events (safety issues) and provides in
more detail, by cause and by type of subevents, how such events may occur.

Appendix A presents hazard scenarios developed to assist in understanding the
mechanisms by which these undesired events may occur. The accident scenarios
selected for illustration in Appendix A are intended to represent potential real-

world events and, as such, have been derived primarily from the experiences of

existing transportation systems. These scenarios briefly outline potentially

hazardous external factors (weather, intruders, obstacles on the guideway),

operational emergency situations (fire in the vehicle or the control room), and

equipment malfunctions (e.g., magnet failures) which could impact on the safety of
the vehicle and the persons on board. Scenarios include the selected undesirable

event (e.g., vehicle collision, fire, inability to reach safe evacuation point, etc.) and
the possible series of events that may result in the final occurrence of that undesired
event.
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TABLE 4-1
LIST OF UNDESIRED EVENTS

WITH EXAMPLES OF HOW MAGLEV CASUALTY MAY OCCUR

Fireor Explosion in the Vehicle
accidental:

lightning-induced shortout or fire
on board battery overload
cable or equipment overheats
arcing of ungrounded networks
disposal of smoking materials

intentional (arson, sabotage.terrorism)

Fire or Explosion in Other Critical System Element
accidental:

powerplant (transformer or converter failure,
or sabotage/terrorism)
power distribution wayside stations
central computer control facility (dispatcher/
control location)
stations/terminals/safe areas
on parallel side road, or at interstate
highway underpass, etc., which could spread
and reach cables, or train, or stations

intentional (arson, sabotage, terrorism)

Vehicle Collision
by type:

with other vehicle (maintenance or passenger
train)
with object, individual, or debris on guideway
with object not on guideway (bird or rock)
with station platform (clearance failure)

by cause:
operational command failure
equipment failure (switches)
signal/control failure
faulty sensors
communication error

human error

Vehicle Leaves Guideway
- by type:
at open end of failed or unsupervised switch

segment
by cause:

failure to sense train position
failure to command switch closure
failure to execute commanded switch closure
failure to signal and/or control train
failure to supervise open guideway segments/ends
failure to display correct status
operator error

5. Sudden Stop
- Vehicle makes sudden emergency stop,

with rapid deceleration occurring in
the passenger compartment, due to
inadvertent or erroneous command
on command, but with malfunction
(wrong speed profile, wrong braking rate)

Obstruction on guideway
- Guideway alignment out of specification, due

to:

sag

bulge
foundation settling of pillar/post
collapse of pillar/post
collapse of guideway span
faulty gap sensing
faulty gap control

6. Vehicle Does Not Slow/Stop at Station, due to:
loss of safe-hover function (with uncontrolled
touch-down)
loss of power (with inertia)
loss of control

- central or distributed computer crash
or malfunction
operator error
incorrect data transmissi on

• sensors failure (position, speed)

7. Vehicle Stranded Between Stations or Safe
Evacuation Points:
- without adequate power or speed to

safe levitate to station
over water or swamp
over busy interstate highway

- without adequate means of passenger rescue
- without adequate means of towing to station

8. Inability to Rescue Maglev Occupants in Case of
Breakdown or Accident:

unforeseen accident type and conditions
difficult terrain
inaccessible location
inadequate emergency planning or
preparedness (insufficient escape ladders or
short chutes)

- inadequate rescuevehicle (capacity, mobility,
design, access)

9. Passenger/Employee Injuryor Illness
by injury cause:

door locks malfunction
accident in (dis)embarkation
improper emergency evacuation or rescue
intentional (suicide)

illness
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Each of the types of emergency situations illustrated may be the result of a number
of hazardous conditions and causal effects that involve a variety of events or

enabling conditions. Although a number of potential hazards and causal effects
were identified, this initial effort identified only a limited portion of the potential
hazards. Hazard scenarios are often useful in uncovering the weak links in the safety
chain. These hazard scenarios were of limited assistance in identifying the potential

for future accidents, and the necessary prevention and control measures (e.g.
monitoring and failure detection systems, physical separation limits, operating
procedures for emergency conditions) as further discussed in Section 6.

4.1.3 Generic Checklists

Genericchecklists may be used to identify potential hazards. With this approach, the
depth of detail and applicability of the hazard checklistshas an impact on the quality
and quantity of hazards identified. Appendix Bcontains a generic checklist which
groups hazards within the categories of basic design deficiencies, inherent hazards,
malfunctions, maintenance hazards, environmental hazards, human factors, and fire

hazards. This checklist will, as the system design evolves, provide additional insight

into the safety hazards that may be present in the system.

4.1.4 Formal Analysis

A number of formal analysis methods are available for use in identifying hazards.

The following sections describe the two formal analysis methods which are being

employed to identify hazards associated with maglev systems. The analysis are in

process and will be presented in more detail with their results in the next safety

assessment report.

4.2 FAULT TREE ANALYSIS (FTA)

Afault tree isa graphical representation of the relationship between certain specific
events and an ultimate undesired event. FTA isa deductive analysis technique which
uses the top-down approach (what and/or why did a particular event happen) to
determine the possible causesof an undesired event or system failure.

Fault tree analysis was chosen as one of the principal tools for identifying hazards
because it is a systematic method of analyzing the complex series of events which
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may occur during an accident. Each event or sequence of events can also be

examined to identify appropriate hazard control and mitigation countermeasures.

Fault tree diagrams can and should be used in the following manner:

As an educational tool to fully examine how an accident might occur and

to display all the contributing factors,

As an aid in developing maglev system design, procurement, and safe
operation specifications,

As an aid in developing emergency response plans and evacuation
procedures.

As an aid in developing maglev preventive maintenance, repair and
operational practices,

As an aid or checklist for safety assurance, and

As an aid in determining required hazard controls to arrest the

propagation of a failure chain through the system ( design "interrupt

nodes").

4.2.1 Fault Tree Development

A typical fault tree diagram is constructed as follows: A particular undesired event is

selected. This "top" undesired event is the event whose occurrence must be

prevented, or probability minimized, or whose consequence must be mitigated.

Primary undesired events, and their interactions and causes, leading to the

undesired top-level event are then examined and broken down into secondary

undesired events organized by causal pathways (chains) of subevents. This reverse

reasoning process continues until there is either insufficient information to proceed
or an event is not considered significant enough for further analysis. Various

symbols are used to represent the relationship between certain specific events and
the ultimate undesired event (see Figure 4-1.). An example of a simple fault tree for
the undesired event "fire " is illustrated in Figure 4-2: Fuel, oxygen, and an ignition
source (fabric, air, electric short) are all necessary for the fire event to occur; hence,
the presence of the "and" gate; if any one element is missing (e.g. that there is no
electric short, then there is no "ignition source "), the fire will not occur. In contrast,
the useof an "or" gate would indicate that onlyone of any of the three causes: fuel
or oxygen or heat, would be required for a fire to occur. This is clearly false as all
three must be present. An example ofan "or" gate is the occurrence of a maglev
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system casualty. A maglev casualty may occur in the vehicle, "or" on the guideway,

"or" in a station. Reference #3 provides a detailed discussion of fault tree

construction.

The gualitative fault trees developed for this report are presented in Appendix C and

provide overall pictorial diagrams leading to the top undesired event: "Potential

Maglev Casualty Occurs" (see Figure 4-3). This casualty could occur in several distinct

locations; in the vehicle, on the guideway, in the station, and may be due to a

number of accident categories (for example, collision between vehicles, with station,

or with debris on guideway). These logical alternatives were developed into fault

tree diagrams to the extent that technical information was available and conceptual,

"what if," accident scenarios allowed for this preliminary effort. Each of these

second level undesired events has been examined from the point of view of where

the hazardous condition occurs, and whether the condition can or will be controlled

fully, or appropriately.

The undesired maglev events listed in Table 4-1 and the hazard scenarios presented

in Appendix A provide a starting point for the top level undesired events contained
in the fault tree. These undesirable events have been developed down to the third

subsystem failure or event level inthe illustrative fault tree diagrams of Appendix C.

4.2.2 Fault Tree Findings

The undesired events depicted in these fault trees closely parallel those identified in
the hazard scenarios (see Appendix A) and employed in the Preliminary Hazard
Analysis (PHA) discussed in Section 4.3. While the causes of the undesired events in
the fault trees are identified more fully than in the scenarios, not all causes are

covered to the extent that they will be when the following PHA iscompleted. This is
because the emphasis of the fault tree diagrams is to identify and present the
progression and combination of potentially hazardous failure/fault events which
could lead to a maglev casualty. Moreover, the format of the fault tree diagrams
illustrates the importance of understanding the technical interrelationships between
propagating failure events.
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A review of the fault tree diagrams shows that a maglev system casualty could occur
either in the maglev vehicle, onthe guideway, orin the station. This is an important
point because both the severity of the potential hazard and the necessary level of
emergency response effort will vary widely depending on the location of the maglev
casualty. Certain eventsand hazards which could result in a casualty will occur while
the maglev vehicle is in the station. This is particularly true of passenger slips and
falls. Such events are less severe and also occur more frequently. This is in contrast
to a fire which occurs in the vehicle atan inaccessible point onthe guideway.

While the prevention of as many hazards as practical is desirable from a safety
standpoint, certain hazards are either inherent to the operation of the system or
cannot be completely eliminated. Thus, a significant element in the fault tree
presented is the indication of "and" gates to signify a double point hazard
(simultaneous occurrences orconditions), as aggregated at higher levels of the fault
tree diagram. That is, an undesired event occurs and it is not controlled or
responded to in some active way. For an example, a passenger that is neither
restrained nor assisted, can be injured if they fall in the maglev vehicle. A second
and very serious example is the occurrence of a fire on the vehicle with the presence
of a passenger or crew member in the vehicle.

The fault tree diagrams which depict the actions and facilities pertaining to
passenger escape and rescue from various conceivable emergency conditions,
illustrate some key points relating to passenger safety. Proper advance planning,
provision of predetermined emergency procedures, proper signageand its posting,
adequate and frequent personnel and support organization training, and the
availability of emergency equipment, all contribute greatly to the success of swift,
effective emergency response operations.

Examples of potential undesired events that may escalate if the passengers and crew

are not rescued include vehicle fire, vehicle collisions, vehicle stranding, and sudden

stops, etc.. These undesired events may involve system malfunctions, unsafe

operations, etc. and may result in injury-producing or life-threatening situations.
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4.3 PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS (PHA)

Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) is a basic hazard analysis technique used to
identify, list and logically organize hazards into categories by causative subevents.
The PHA format provides an organized, systematic framework to define potential
hazards (theirnature,types and their causes) and to recommend possible safeguards
and control measures. The PHA is an inductive method, that uses the bottom-up

approach (what happens ifaspecific hazard exists) to determine what the effect of a
hazardous event or system malfunction will be. A key point concerning this type of
analysis is that it provides a more expanded andsystem specific checklist of potential
hazards, and the opportunity to consider a large number of conceivable hazards
(some of which, however improbable, could possibly occur). This is important,
because historical data and experience do not necessarily reflect all potential safety
hazards and their effects. A PHA is usually carried out in the early phases of
conceptual system definition, design, and operations planning.

The PHA isbeing developed usingthe maglev system definition presented in Section
3 of this report and the organizational approach shown in Figure 4-4. The main
functional areas (elements) of the system are: equipment and facilities/structures,

environment, procedures, and people. Each functional area (equipment and
facilities/structures being considered separately) is represented by a number from 1
(equipment) to 5 (procedures) as shown in Figure 4-4. The functional areas are then
broken down further into systems and, if applicable, subsystems. Figures 4-5

through 4-9 show complete organizations for each of the five functional areas. Each
system represented under a functional area is uniquely identified by a number

composed of the functional area it belongs to and its own arbitrary sequence

number. For example, the passenger vehicle isthe first system under the equipment

functional area. In Figure 4-4 equipment received the identifier "1." The passenger

vehicle would then be represented as "1.1." The next system under equipment isthe

guideway maintenance vehicle which would then be "1.2." Each subsystem is

identified by continuing the pattern so that the fifth subsystem of the passenger
vehicle (the suspension) is identified as "1.1.5." This method of referring to the
functional elements, systems and subsystems will be used throughout the PHA and is
the basis forthe PHA's "control numbers" which'will be discussed shortly.
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Hazards will be identified for each of the subsystems within the main functional
areas by reviewing the available literature, representative accident scenarios, the
generic checklist contained in Appendix B, and discussions with technical experts,
designers, operators, other project staff, and consultants. Each hazard identified in
a subsystem will receive an identifier built upon the subsystem identifier discussed
above. Following the same pattern, the second hazard identified for the suspension
subsystem (identified as "1.1.5") will receive the identifier "1.1.5.2." Since it is

possible for a single hazard to have various causes, the identifier is then further

specified to represent causes as well. The first potential cause of a hazard will
receive the identifier "A" and the second one "B", etc. Letters rather than numbers

are used here to insure that the focus always remains on the hazard as the logical
grouping. This is the basis for the final unique identifier, or control number, which
consists of the hazard ("1.1.5.2" - from above) and one specific cause ("A" - for the
firstcause) intheform"l.1.5.2-A."

Control numbers can be seen in the first column of the PHA worksheet sample in
Figure 4-10. They are the organizing principle upon which the PHA is being based.
The hazard description and causal factors are listed in the next two columns. (Note
that the element, system and subsystem are listed in the upper left hand corner of
the worksheet. Once again this allows the focus to remain onthe hazards while they
remain grouped meaningfully under the subsystems.) The fourth column lists the
hazard effects, which are the same as the "undesired events" listed in Table 4-1. The

fifth column contains the Risk Assessment Category (RAC) value assigned to each
hazard (see Section 2.1.3 Hazard Assessment). The RAC represents the hazard risk in
terms of both its severity, and its probability. For example, "IID" indicates the
hazard severity is "II" (critical) and its probability is "D" (remote) (see Figures 2-3
through 2-5). Selection of the RAC often involves subjective judgment, open to
other opinions, since adequate data to determine the probability are usually
unavailable. The recommendations presented in column six describe methods which

may be employed to eliminate the cause or, alternatively, minimize and/or control
the adverse effects of each hazard. Some recommendations are based on existing
standards, regulations, and guidelines, others on common sense and experience of
the evaluators. The effect of these recommendations, in terms of changing the
RAC, is presented in column seven. (Note: This second RAC often reflects a reduction

in hazard probability, but not in itsseverity.) The eighth column lists the applicable
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sections of regulations, standards, and guidelines, which were used as reference
sources for the recommendations. These references can include applicable sections
of the Federal Railroad Administration Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), draft
German safety standards for Maglev, and published regulations and guidelines from
other Modal Administrations UMTA, FAA etc. or trade associations.

The PHA effort is focusing primarily on the identification and resolution of hazards
which could result in the undesired events presented in Table 4-1. The Preliminary
Hazard Analysis and the results of the hazard resolution effort will be presented in
the next report on the assessment of the draft German maglev safety standards.
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5. RISK ASSESSMENT

The results of the hazard identification process have been described in Section 4.
This process resulted in the identification of nine undesired events that may result in
a maglev passenger or crew casualty. For the assessment conducted in this section,
the undesired event which causes a vehicle collision has been expanded to include
vehicle-to-vehicle collision andvehicle-to-object collision.

Associated with each of these undesired events are the hazards and contributing
factors that precipated them. Each ofthe undesired events could, if the appropriate
countermeasure isnot taken, result in a passenger/crewcasualty. Furthermore, each
undesired event may be brought about or be a result of one or more hazards and
causal effects that are present in one or more of the maglev systems or subsystems.
Adequately addressing the safety of a maglev system requires that each safety
relevant system and subsystem be examined and that the appropriate action be
taken to mitigate the occurrence of any undesired event.

The following sections address the assessment of the undesired events. The results

of this assessment provide insight into the safety needs of individual maglev systems
and subsystems.

5.1 UNDESIRED EVENT SEVERITY AND PROBABILITY CATEGORIES

As a means of establishing an understanding of the risk associated with maglev

operations and the countermeasures that may be employed to address those risks,

the undesired events have been assessed for severity and probability of occurrence.

This effort is subjective, but can provide an indication of which undesired events

pose the largest threat to passenger casualties and maglev system loss. As operating

experience isaccumulated, the assigned hazard assessment values can be adjusted to
more realistically reflect the severity and probability of the hazards identified.
Understanding the subjective nature of the risk will assist in determining which of
the available countermeasures may be employed to address those threats.

To assist in establishing event severity and probability of occurrence categories, the

hazard categories presented in MIL STD 882B have been modified to address the
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specific undesired events associated with maglev systems. Figures 5-1 and 5-2
present these modified severity and probability categories.

5.1.1 Severity of Undesired Event

The severity or magnitude of the consequences of an undesired event will depend
on two factors: first, when the event occurs in the operating cycle; second, whether
the event is time-dependent and whether it can be controlled is very important and
will affect the event severity. For the purpose ofthe assessment presented here, the
operating cycle has been defined as having the following phases:

• At station.

• Vehicle leaving/arriving at station.
• At inaccessible point along guideway.
• At safe, accessible evacuation point on guideway.

Estimates of the severity associated with these undesired events which could involve
the maglev system operation and its passengers/crew are contained in Table 5-1. It
is recognized that the severity of the individual event may vary considerably.
However, for the purpose of this study, the most severe consequence has been
postulated. In passenger transfer at the station, the severity or effect of a certain
event on a passenger or crew member may be less than when it occurs on an
inaccessible portion of the guideway. For example, the passenger/crew may easily
evacuate the emergency situation during passenger transfer to and from a station.
In contrast, a stalled/stopped maglev vehicle on an inaccessible portion of the
guideway may not provide sufficient time or the ability to escape.

When passengers/crew are not able to evacuate under certain emergency

conditions, the undesired event will likely result in more severe consequences. Inthis

situation, the severity of the undesired event is deemed to be Category I,

Catastrophic. Although the severity or consequences of an event could be large, the

probability of the undesired event occurring could be quite small. This is because
both the emergency condition must occur and the passengers/crew must be unable
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CATEGORY SEVERITY CHARACTERISTICS

1

II

III

IV

CATASTROPHIC

CRITICAL

MARGINAL

NEGLIGIBLE

Death to passenger or employee, loss of maglev
system.

Severe injury to passenger or employee; hazard
or single point failure may lead to catastrophe if
action is not taken to control situation or rescue
individual. Critical systems are involved and
maglev vehicle is unable to move to evacuation
area. Time of response is important in
preventing death or system loss.

Minor injury not requiring hospitalization or the
hazard present does not by itself threaten the
safety of the maglev system or passengers. No
critical systems are disabled, but could be if
additional failure(s)/malfunction(s)/hazard(s)
occur.

Less than minor injury. Does not impair any of
the critical systems.

FIGURE 5-1. UNDESIRED EVENT SEVERITY CATEGORIES

CATEGORY LEVEL SPECIFIC EVENT

A FREQUENT Not an unusual event, could occur several times
in annual operations.

B PROBABLE Event could occur several times in the lifetime of
the maglev system.

C OCCASIONAL Expected to occur at least once in the lifetime of
the maglev system.

D REMOTE Event is unlikely to occur during the lifetime of
the maglev system.

E IMPROBABLE Event is so unlikely that it is not expected to
occur in the lifetime of the maglev system.

FIGURE 5-2. UNDESIRED EVENT PROBABILITY CATEGORIES
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TABLE5-1.UNDESIREDEVENTSEVERITYESTIMATES

EVENTDESCRIPTION

OPERATIONALPHASESINVOLVINGPASSENGERS

PassengerStation
Transfer

Leaving/Arriving
Station

AccessibleAreas
ofGuideways

InaccessibleAreas
ofGuideway

Fire/ExplosioninVehicleIIIII

FireinOtherCriticalElementIIIIIIIII

VehicleCollisionwithObjectIIIIII

VehicletoVehicleCollisionIIIIII

VehicleLeavesGuidewayIIIIII

SuddenStopN/AIIIIII

DoesNotSlow/StopatStationN/AIIN/AN/A

StrandedonGuidewayN/AIIIII

InabilitytoRescueOccupantsIIIIIIII

PassengerIllness/InjuryIIIIIIII

LEGEND:ICatastrophic
IICritical
IIIMarginal
IVNegligible
N/ANotapplicable



to evacuate or avoid that emergency condition in time to prevent the occurrence of

a casualty.

5.1.2 Probability of Occurrence of Undesired Event

To establish, in absolute terms, the probability that an event will occur requires a

calculation based on previous experience. This calculation should take into

consideration that the event may have occurred or been reported to occur a certain

number of times. For passenger-carrying maglev systems, no publicly available

database exists from which to calculate the probability of occurrence of an

undesired event. Operating experience and data for other mass transit systems

exist; however, the availability and level of detail are limited. To provide an

indication of the relative probability of occurrence of the undesired events, the
Hazard Probability Matrix of MIL STD 882B has been modified as shown in Figure 5-2.

The term "several" is intended to connote that an event may occur 10 times in a

designated period (i.e. ten times a year for frequent and ten times in a lifetime for
probable etc.). Table 5-2 presents an estimate of the probabilityof occurrence of the
undesired events. These estimates are subjective based on the analyses shown in the
fault trees in Appendix C. Itshould be noted that both the hazard and the inability
or failure to control the hazard must be present for an undesired event to occur.

Thus,for a fire/smoke casualty to occur, a fire/smoke incident must occur and the fire
not be contained or controlled.

5.2 RISK ASSESSMENT ESTIMATES

The risk associated with an undesired event is the product of the severity of the

event and the probability of occurrence of that event.

For the purpose of this assessment, the worst estimated severity value has been
assigned to each evaluated undesired event. As shown in Table 5-1, the severities
assigned to the identified undesired events at this time were primarily the critical or
catastrophic level. The estimated levels assigned in Table 5-2 indicate that the
probability ofoccurrence ofsuch events would not becommon.

The Risk Assessment Matrix shown in Figure 5-3 can assist in the decision-making
process to determine whether individual system or subsystem hazards should be
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TABLE5-2.UNDESIREDEVENTPROBABILITYESTIMATES

EVENTDESCRIPTION

OPERATIONALPHASESINVOLVINGPASSENGERS

PassengerStation
Transfer

Leaving/Arriving
Station

AccessibleAreas
ofGuideway

InaccessibleAreas
ofGuideway

Fire/ExplosioninVehicleDDDD

FireinOtherCriticalElementCCCC

VehicleCollisionwithObjectCCCC

VehicletoVehicleCollisionDDDD

VehicleLeavesGuidewayEEEE

SuddenStopN/ADDD

DoesNotSlow/StopatStationN/ADN/AN/A

StrandedonGuidewayN/ADCC

InabilitytoRescueOccupantsDDDC

|PassengerIllness/InjuryCCCc

LEGEND:AFrequent
BProbable
COccasional
DRemote
EImprobable
N/ANotapplicable



eliminated or controlled to reduce the occurrence of the undesired event or

otherwise accepted. Although the probability of the undesired events in most cases

is estimated to be low, the potential severity of some of the identified undesired

events requires that some type of action may be suggested to minimize the risk.

Employing the Assessment Matrix in Figure 5-3 to evaluate these undesired events

suggests that action should be taken to minimize the potential risk associated with

the IC (catastrophic/occasional), ID (catastrophic/remote), IIC (critical/occasional), IID

(critical/remote), HE (critical/improbable) and NIB (marginal/probable) risk values
identified in Table 5-3. Section 6 identifies and presents 10 broad areas of

countermeasures that may be employed to reduce the potential risk of the

undesired events.

FREQUENCYOF
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1
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MARGINAL
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tmm 2
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UNACCEPTABLE
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ACCEPTABLE WITH REVIEW BYMANAGEMENT

ACCEPTABLE WITHOUT REVIEW

SOURCE: MILSTD882B

FIGURE 5-3. UNDESIRED EVENT ASSESSMENT MATRIX
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TABLE5-3.RISKASSESSMENTESTIMATES

1OPERATIONALPHASESINVOLVINGPASSENGERS

EVENTDESCRIPTION
Passenger

StationTransfer
Leaving/Arriving

Station
AccessibleAreas

ofGuideway
InaccessibleAreas

ofGuideway

Fire/ExplosioninVehicleIIDIDIDID

FireinOtherCriticalElementMICIMCIICIC

VehicleCollisionwithObjectIICIICICIC

VehicletoVehicleCollisionIIDIIDIDID

VehicleLeavesGuidewayIIEHEIEIE

SuddenStopN/AIMCIICIC

DoesNotSlow/StopatStationN/AIIDN/AN/A

StrandedonGuidewayN/AIIDIICIC

InabilitytoRescueOccupantsMIDIIDIIDID

PassengerIllness/InjuryMICIICIICIC

LEGEND:1CatastrophicAFrequent
IICriticalBProbable
IIIMarginal
IVNegligible

COccasional
DRemote
EImprobable
N/ANotapplicable



6. RESOLUTION OF MAGLEV SAFETY ISSUES

The hazard scenarios presented in Appendix B provide an insight into what
emergency situations may occur during the operation of a maglev system. An
assessment of each of the undesired events identified in the scenarios and the fault

trees was presented in Section 5. With few exceptions, for each undesired event, the
severity was estimated to be "Critical" or "Catastrophic." However, the probability
of occurrence is less than "Probable," and, in most instances, is "Remote" or

"Improbable." In terms of the acceptance criteria suggested in MIL STD 882B and
the Risk Assessment Matrix presented in Figure 5-3, certain actions should be taken
to minimize both the consequences or severity of the undesired event and the
probability of its occurrence.

Actions to be taken to minimize the potential risk are termed "countermeasures."
For the purpose of this study, a countermeasure may be defined as any action or
series of actions that may be taken to reduce the risk of a casualty associated with
the operation of a maglev system. This section presentsa discussion of the types of
countermeasures that may be applied to minimize the risk. The risk reduction may
be accomplished by the application of these countermeasures to either eliminate or
control the identified hazard, thereby eliminating the occurrence of the event or
minimizing its effect. Elimination or prevention of the event is preferable, but not
always possible. Recognizing this, the hazard reduction precedence presented in
Section 2.1.4 (Figure 2-6) has been employed. This precedence requires that the
hazard first be eliminated or controlled through system design. If that is not

possible, safety devices, warning devices, and/or special procedures and training
should be provided. Finally, if none of those countermeasures provide the necessary
level of safety, the decision must be made to accept the hazard or dispose of the
system. Countermeasures that may be implemented to address identified safety
issues or hazards may involve the system design, training, operations, maintenance,
testing and inspection, configuration management, emergency preparedness, and
recertification/reinspection.

The risk reduction countermeasures described in this report are primarily design

oriented and emphasize the prevention of the occurrence of the event (primary
countermeasures). Secondary countermeasures that address issues associated with
system training, operation, maintenance, testing and inspection, configuration
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management, emergency preparedness, and recertification/reinspection are also

briefly discussed and will be addressed in more detail in a subsequent report. The
following sections present a summary of primary and secondary countermeasures
that may be implemented.

6.1 DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

During the conduct of this preliminary safety review, it was found that in many
instances countermeasures to address safety issues or hazards may be implemented
by following existing regulations, standards, or guidelines. Appendix D provides a
summary of existing safety regulations, guidelines, and requirements adopted by
U.S. government and industry organizations (i.e. FRA, AAR, etc.) and foreign
government and industry organizations (i.e. EBO, MBO, UIC, etc.) that may be
potentially applicable to maglev systems. These existing codes and standards were
developed for application to railroads (In the U.S.: Title 49 of the Code of Federal

Regulations) as well as other transportation systems in the U.S. and Europe. The
current FRA regulations, standards, and guidelines address many of the subsystems
and equipment hazards from the design standpoint.

Redundant or backup systems may be recommended for critical systems and
subsystems. Although backup systems are expensive and often complex, such
systemsare likely to offer the best way to reduce the probability of certain undesired
events. However, in some instances other methods of controlling hazards may be
more appropriate. The decision regarding which systems require backup has to be
based on the information available at the time the analysis wascompleted.

Firesafety of materials for the interior spaces of the maglev vehiclewas identified as
a major concern. The FRA and UMTA have developed guidelines for passenger
vehicle interior materials for intercity railcars and transit cars. The criteria in these
guidelines could also be applied to the maglev vehicle to improve firesafety.

The following maglev safety issues should be explored further by the FRA and the
developers:

• Evacuation capability from, and accessto, the maglev vehicle.
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• Passage of a firefrom outsidethe occupantcompartment into the
occupant compartment.

• Provision of alarms to indicate lossof power, air or fluid leakage, or

fire/smoke.

• Provision for reaching a safe evacuation area.

• Vehicle crashworthiness and minimizing the potential for collisions on

the guideway withobjects and other vehicles (See p. 7-1,4).

• Automatic activation of emergency lighting upon electrical power loss.

• Protection against battery explosion.

• Redundant ability for communications and vehicle location.

• Validation of fail-safe or vital software.

Other aspects of maglev safety associated with training, operations, maintenance,
and documentation do not appear to be adequately covered by existing codes,
standards, or regulations. Safety issues in these areas are often characterized by a
high incidence of human interaction. The following sections describe general
countermeasures that maybe employed to address the identified safety issues.

6.2 TRAINING COUNTERMEASURES

Training programsshould be developed for all safety-related phases of the maglev
system operation. Guidelines, which include minimum qualifications for applicants
in critical positions, should be established. A training path leading to certification
should be clearly defined, as well as measurable goalsand objectives for each aspect
of the training. The training guidelines prepared for other rail systems could be
adapted for maglev system personnel.

The training program should clearly represent a systems approach to training and
should include, but not be limited to, the following:

• Atraining assessment phase to determine training needs (knowledge,
skills and abilities) and training objectives.
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• A training development phase to select training methods and to
develop the training courses.

• Atraining phase during which training is conducted.

• An evaluation and feedback phase which should continue throughout
the maglev system life-cycle. This feedback can assist in determining if
the training isappropriate for the tasks being performed, and to assure
that any operational or equipment changes are reflected in the
curricula.

6.3 OPERATIONAL COUNTERMEASURES

The FRA currently has regulations regarding operating rules and practices for
railroads. Railroads must file copies of their operating rules, timetables, programs
of tests and inspections, record keeping, and drug and alcohol violations with the
FRA. Most of these regulations, if not all, are applicable to the maglev system but
must be reviewed for application when the maglev system's operational
requirements are further defined. Areas that mayrequire FRA guidelines include:

• Developing and implementing a system safety program.

• Emergency preparedness and response.

• Operating in adverse weather conditions.

• Passenger awareness of emergency operations.

6.4 MAINTENANCE COUNTERMEASURES

Maintenance countermeasures includethe development of maintenance procedures
and managementdocumentation for all safety-related systems and subsystems. This
includes routine maintenance procedures and preventive maintenance procedures
and plans. These are assumed to have been developed during the design and
development phase by the developer and prior to application will be reviewed by
the appropriate operating authority and FRA. Moreover, audits or periodic
inspections should be conducted to assure that approved procedures are being
implemented and that preventive maintenance isbeing performed.
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The FRA presently has regulations regarding inspection and maintenance ofrailroad
locomotives. The maglev system vehicles and guideway are quite different and may
require that existing regulations be modified significantly.

6.5 TESTING AND INSPECTION COUNTERMEASURES

Atesting and acceptance program should be implemented to determine if all
maglev safety-related systems meet operational requirements. All test procedures
and results of the tests should be documented and provided to the appropriate
safety assurance authorities. These tests should include thefollowing:

• Subsystem Tests (e.g. electrical systems).
• System Test.

• Operational Tests.

• Operating Authority Acceptance Tests.
• Periodic Emergency System Tests byOperating Authority.

6.6 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTCOUNTERMEASURES

A configuration management program should be implemented to ensure that
design, development, and operational changes to safety-related systems and
subsystems for the maglev system are subjected to strict configuration control and
revaluation testing. These documents should, as a minimum, include training
materials, test documentation, system maintenance documents, operating
procedures, and emergency procedures.

6.7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS COUNTERMEASURES

An emergency preparedness plan should be developed to address all aspects of
emergency planning and emergency response. This document should, as a
minimum, include emergency operating procedures, procedures for rescue,
operating emergency equipment, and operating in inclement weather; and
procedures for coordination with other local emergency response organizations.

6.8 RECERTIFICATION OR REINSPECTION COUNTERMEASURES

As previously indicated, all maglev safety-related systems and subsystems should be

periodically inspected by the appropriate authority. Criteria should be developed
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for determining when (other than normal periodic inspections) a maglev system
should be inspected. Incidents which could require immediate inspection include,
but are not limited to, the following:

6.9

Stop from a high speed at higher than normal braking rate.
A major change in operating parameters.
Major system replacements.

System modifications (engineering changes).
Unscheduled repairs.

Accident repair to the guideway or vehicle.
Severe environmental events (storms, earthquake, etc.).
Vehicle has been overhauled.

Transfer of ownership.

DEGRADED OPERATION COUNTERMEASURES

As with intercity rail, transit, aircraft, ships, or other transportation systems, maglev
systems can operate in a degraded mode. Minor malfunctions such as burned-out

light bulbs and faulty indicators may not jeopardize the safety of the passengers or
crew. However, criteria should be developed to clearly indicate which failures or

combinations of failures constitute a minor inconvenience, and which should result

in the suspension of system operations, particularly where component redundancy
and/or failure tolerant subsystems are involved.
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7. SUMMARY AND FINDINGS

After completing a preliminary review ofthesafety aspects oftheTransrapid maglev
system, the following summary and findings are provided for consideration.

7.1 SUMMARY

1. Although the maglev transport system consists of the same basic system
elements (i.e., facilities and equipment, people, procedures and
environment) as any ground guided or rail transport system, there are
several characteristics that are unique to it. Examples of the unique
maglev characteristics are the elevated guideway with wraparound
vehicle design, the safe hovering concept, the programmed automatic
train operations during emergencies, and the operating procedures for
the removal of disabled trains or vehicles from the guideway. Therefore,
the direct application of most railroad regulations will be difficult,
although some regulations can be found to be appropriate for maglev as
well as railroads.

2. Extensive maglev operational data exists for the TR06 and TR07 vehicles
atTVE. However, complete determination of the scope and magnitude of
maglev safety incidents or accidents likely to be found in revenue service
operations requires, at a minimum, detailed analysis of thisdata. Analysis
of certain safety issues may only be possiblewith additional data.

3. The forthcoming TUV Rheinland system operational readiness verification
testing, endurance running on the TVE Test Track and the one-year test
program of the Florida Maglev Demonstration Project are necessary and
must be considered as required in order to produce the necessary

information concerning the maglev safety issues raised or that may be

raised as the study progresses and which must be resolved prior to

revenue service.

4. The resolution of some initial safety issues identified that need to be

confirmed prior to consideration of revenue service are fire safety, vehicle

crashworthiness, on-board battery supply reliability, suspension system
failure at high speeds, safe hovering reliability, emergency preparedness
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(emergency evacuation with wraparound vehicle design, programmed,
controlled operations during emergencies, enhanced emergency
braking/stopping, vehicle evacuation, lightning protection, earthquake
impact, etc.), air quality of the passenger cabin during emergency
conditions, and fail-safe mechanical guideway switching.

5. The FRA employs elements of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) to regulate existing passenger rail systems. Several of these
regulations can be applied directly to a maglev system and others can be
applied in concept. However, many of the requirements contained in
these regulations are not applicable to a maglev system. The FRA will
need to modify these regulations and develop new regulations to address
the maglev-specific safety issues. A number of TUV Rheinland and other

transportation industry safety standards and guidelines exist that may be
applied to the proposed U.S. maglev transportation systems.

6. This preliminary safety analysis has identified ten undesired events,

discussed in Section 4, that may result in a casualty or loss of the maglev
system. Although the probability of occurrence of each event is low, the

projected severity of some requires that action be taken to mitigate their
consequences (see Table 5-3). Action may have already been taken by

those responsible for Transrapid safety in Germany.

7. This report has been directed at the early identification of safety issues

during the development process such that they may be addressed prior to

the final design of the system to be deployed for U.S. operations. Some of

these safety issues may have already been resolved or may find resolution

through the application of the countermeasures discussed in Section 6.

8. In order to more fully evaluate the ability of the Transrapid system to

perform safely in the proposed U.S. applications, more detailed
information or analysis is required on the following:

a) The final design-gap frequency-response characteristics for
guideway irregularities and external force loadings;
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b) Failure detection and compensation algorithms and systems in the

event of failure of a magnet hinge control component;

c) Controls to be applied to guideway geometry variations and

operational procedures to detect and correct guideway

irregularities prior to the occurrence of an unsafe condition;

d) Emergency preparedness plans;

e) Fail Safe and Safe Life philosophies and their applications; and

f) Crashworthiness.

The Transrapid philosophy for dealing with potential casualties is to use

autonomous, redundant systems in safety critical areas, e. g., control, safe

hover, guidance, and braking systems. The system is failure tolerant

rather than fail safe, and the probabilities of casualties are remote. The

FRA can alleviate these issues by promulgating regulations dealing with

some of the safety issues arising from failure tolerant designs. The
following are some safety concerns relating to failure tolerance that have
been identified at this stage of the safety assessmentstudy:

a) Abuse of Failure Tolerant Design - In a failure-tolerant design
dependent on two or more autonomous, redundant systems, it is
possible to continue operations even though some part of the
redundant systems has failed. There is the danger that the system
operator will disregard such failures and continue operations with a
system that is no longer failure-tolerant.

Operating procedures can mitigate this concern by forbidding
operations beyond the pointwhere failure tolerance is jeopardized;
and requiring that such failures be tracked in a nondestructable
storage medium (e. g., a black box recorder).

b) Emergency Evacuation - A concern exists in that passengers cannot
exitthe TR07 vehicle safely in the eventof any emergency unless the
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vehicle is at a preestablished exit location. Analysis of the low

probability of the vehicle being stranded must be confirmed.

However, this issue could also be alleviated through alternative

evacuation techniques. For example, the TR-06 model is provided

with evacuation chutes, similar to those on commercial aircraft, for

vehicle evacuation. Where the guideway is too high for practical

evacuation by chute, there is a walkway installed on the guideway

for passenger access to evacuation ladders.

Incorporating this evacuation method into the TR07 maglev system

may be one approach to providing emergency egress equivalent to

those available on existing aircraft and ground systems; however,

unpredictable guideway heights at the time of need limits the use of

the evacuation method used in TR-06.

c) Emergency Brake - The Transrapid vehicle does not have a classical

emergency brake system which will bring the vehicle to an

immediate stop in all situations. Continued operation of certain

vital automated systems until a stop is achieved is required by this

system.

11. The ability of the relatively light guideway to withstand the applied
forces over time needs further analysis. For example, are single, double or

triple spans required to provide acceptable dynamic interaction between
vehicles and guideway? Definition of the applied forces should be
reviewed to ensure an adequate design. Conditions, such as, very high
winds, erosion, oxidation, extreme thermal conditions, etc., that may
affect the guideway structure at potential U.S. sites must be taken into
account.

Tolerances required for electromagnetic levitation system operation
require that the guideway be built to a higher degree of precision than
normal construction tolerances require for transportation systems in this
country. Even though span girders are manufactured to ensure precision,
they will be set on foundations and columns built in the field to
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specifications more demanding than specifications and procedures used

in most U.S. construction projects.

Finally, long-term structural performance of the guideway structure and

its long stator (or propulsion) appurtenances should be reviewed. This

includes not only how the structure will actually degrade with use in

various site environments, but also concerns over how inspection and

maintenance will be executed.

7.2 FINDINGS

To provide the traveling public with the highest practical level of transportation

safety, all critical safety issues associated with maglev transportation must be

identified and resolved. Sections 4 and 5 identify these issuesand Section 6 suggests
the types of countermeasures that may be employed to resolve them. The first

priority is to select and implement those countermeasures that most effectively

eliminate the hazard or safety issue. This initial hazard assessment of the Transrapid

system provides research findings relative to new rules that should be considered for

establishment and existing FRA rules and other transportation industry rules that

should be modified or adopted. In the consideration of optional approaches to

complete compliance with an existing FRA regulation, the "equivalent systems

safety" concept may be explored and, where feasible, considered for adoption.

7.2.1 New Federal Railroad Administration Rule Making Initiatives

Suggested new rule making activities that-the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)

should consider undertaking to minimize the potential for occurrence of an accident

and the consequences of accidents that may happen are contained in the following
initial findings:

1) Being adequately prepared to effectively respond to the occurrence of an

accident requires emergency response planning. Without a plan, the

effects of the emergency will not be minimized. Forthis reason, the FRA

should require the development of an emergency plan which addresses
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systemwide emergency response training and equipment, and facility

emergency preparedness.

2) Emergency access and egress to and from the maglev system and the

vehicle is a necessity as accidents/incidents will occur over the lifetime of

the system. Provisions must be made to allow passengers and employees

to exit the vehicle and allow emergency response personnel access to the

vehicle at any location where a stopped vehicle emergency can occur. At

present, with the exception of the requirement for four window exits, the

FRA does not have any guidelines, regulations, or standards addressing

this issue.

3) Emergency equipment is briefly addressed in the existing FRA regulations,

relative to the need for rear end lights and the need for a handbrake.

This regulation is applicable in intent, but additional rule making should

be considered to address the need for emergency lighting, emergency

communications, ventilation (excessive heat buildup of confined air from

sun thermal load), etc.

4) Fire safety is a major concern as the ability of patrons and employees to

egress from the vehicle is extremely limited. The existing FRA fire safety

guidelines address only the flammability and smoke-emission

characteristics of the vehicle interior compartment materials. The

materials requirements are only one element of the fire safety concern,

fire detection and suppression are two additional issues that need to be

addressed. A vehicle fire may develop, propagate and, if not detected

and suppressed, result in a major accident. Forthe proposed TR07 maglev

system, with its very limited access and egress, the lack of fire detection

and suppression system could result in a minor incident propagating into

a major fire and thereby resulting in a catastrophic accident. Fire safety

guidelines should also address the need for fire containment and fire

walls/barriers.

5) Eliminating the possibility of or detecting the presence of people or

objects on the guideway, no matter how remote, is of paramount

importance if casualties or collisions on the guideway are to be avoided.
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Consideration should be given to requiring an intrusion detection system
or a physical barrier to ensure the security of the guideway, especially in
areas where the guideway may be easily accessible. This approach will
minimize the probability of an undetected individual or object being
present on the guideway during vehicle operations. Operational and
training procedures will also play a major role in reducing the likelihood
of personnel being hit by a train.

6) Verification of the safety of the signal and control system is critical for a
fully automated transportation system such as is envisioned in the
Transrapid maglev. The FRA should require positive verification that the
control system is indeed fail-safe. Regulations should be established to
identify the procedure for verifying the safety of control systems,
including the listing of all vital circuits and documentation certifying the
verification of critical software components. Possible failure modes of the
control system should be integrated with the emergency preparedness
plans to minimize the potential for injuries and casualties.

7) As required for existing rail operations, the FRA should consider
developing requirements for guideway inspection techniques and criteria
for determining the need for maintenance.

7.2.2 Modifications to Existing FRA Rules

In a number of instances, the safety issues identified in this maglev system analysis

are similar to those issues that pertain to existing U.S. rail systems. Recognizing this,

the safety regulations applied to the existing rail systems may then be modified for

application to the maglev system. In this connection, the concept of "equivalent

systems safety" should be a major consideration. The following recommendations

address the safety issues identified thus far and the existing regulations, guidelines,

and standards that may be modified to resolve them:

1) The design of the maglev vehicle and the crashworthiness of the vehicle

structure should be addressed. The structural (semimonocoque) design of

the maglev vehicle is similar to that of aircraft and, therefore, not

designed to withstand the buff forces railcars are required to withstand.
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An indepth evaluation of the requirements for crew/passenger safety in a
crash environment is essential.

2) Existing FRA regulations specify braking requirements for rail cars. In the
proposed maglev system design, the vehicle brake performance does not
provide for immediate emergency braking capability in all situations (49
CFR 236.24). Modification conditionally allowing such a design, as is
compatible with the automatic location detection and control system,
should be considered.

3) The window glazing for the lead car windshield in the maglev vehicle
must reflectthe conditions in which the maglev vehicle operates. While
existing FRA regulations are oriented towards impacts with relatively
large objects, the higher speed at which the maglev vehicle operates (in
excess of 250 mph) leaves itswindshield morevulnerable to damage from
impactwith small objects, such asbirds. High speed bird impacts may be a
situation more analogous to an aircraft than a train. Federal Aviation

Administration aircraft window glazing requirements (FAR 25.631)
should be considered for use in modifying existing FRA regulations.

4) The present FRA signal and train control regulations will require
modification as noted in item 6 of Section 7.2.1.

5) In addition to existing FRA regulations requiring the submittal of

operating rules adding a requirement for the submittal of a

manufacturing and construction quality assurance plan and an inspection

and maintenance program plan should be considered. Such plans are

essential to ensure that improper materials, fabrication, maintenance and

operations do not degrade the safety design of the maglev system.

6) Other areas that may require modification are as follows:

a) Electrical safety and electric power supply.

b) Operating personnel qualifications and training.

c) Operating rules and practices.

d) Noise, interior and exterior.
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7.2.3 Adoption/Modification of Other Rules

In addition to existing FRA and other Federal regulations that can be adopted, or
modified and adopted, or created, other standards and rules do exist or are being
developed that may, in some cases, be applicable to maglevsafety.

1) The maglev-specific standards coordinated by TUV Rheinland, are being
reviewed in detail for potential adoption into the existing FRA
regulations. The results of this review will be contained in the next of a

series of reports on the Safety of High Speed Magnetic Levitation
Transportation Systems, titled, Review of German Safety Requirements
for the Transrapid System.

2) Passenger car doors are a major cause of injury in mass transit systems.
The maglev system doors are completely different from the doors on
intercity railcars. As such, the maglev vehicle should have pressure

sensitive doors similar to those required in UIC 560.

3) EMC/EMI and lightning protection. Electromagnetic interference (EMI)

associated with power conditioning equipments can have a disruptive

effect on communication control and on-board data processing

equipments. Existing foreign DIN Standards and VDE Regulations on EMI

and appropriate methods for EMC measurement must be reviewed to

establish their applicability to future maglev systems. The lack of U.S.

standards limiting the impact of lightning on maglev safety and

operation may require that new standards be developed in this area.
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APPENDIX A. MAGLEV HAZARD SCENARIOS

FIRE/EXPLOSION IN VEHICLE

Scenario 1

EVENT: Electrical fire occurs.

CAUSE: Short circuit, faulty wiring, overloaded circuit, etc.

RESULT: Fire, possible loss of power.

Scenario 2

EVENT:

CAUSE:

RESULT:

Battery explosion occurs.

Buildup of Hydrogen gas and spark.

Exploding/burning gas resultsin fire and burns materials and
passengers.

Scenario 3

EVENT: Ignition of seats and/or floors occurs.

CAUSE: Passenger inadvertently ignites seats, floor, etc.

RESULT: Vehicle fire, heat buildup, and/or damage to equipment.

FIRE IN OTHER CRITICAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Scenario 1

EVENT: Fire occurs in central control room.

CAUSE: Short circuit, faulty wiring, sabotage/terrorism, etc.

RESULT: All vehicles would be stopped at unknown points with no
communications.

Scenario 2

EVENT: Fire occurs at power plant.

CAUSE: Transformer failure, converter failure, sabotage/terrorism, etc.

RESULT: Lossof power to central control room, equipment damage.
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VEHICLE COLLISION

Scenario 1

EVENT: Vehicle collides with debris on guideway.

CAUSE: Maintenance equipment, fallen tree, rocks on guideway, malicious
damage, etc.

RESULT: Damage to vehicle, passenger injury from impact.

Scenario 2

EVENT: Vehicle collides with individual on guideway.

CAUSE: Unauthorized, undetected individual on guideway.

RESULT:

Scenario 3

EVENT:

CAUSE:

Injury to individual on guideway, damageto vehicle, injury to vehicle
passengers from impact.

Vehicle collides with other vehicle.

Vehicle not aware of the presence of other vehicle (due to loss of
communication, human error, switch malfunction, etc.).

RESULT: Damage to one or both vehicles, passenger injury from impact.

Scenario 4

EVENT: Vehicle collides with other moving object.

CAUSE: Bird, falling tree, bullet, rock, etc. hits vehicle.

RESULT: If object penetrates shell, possible passenger injury.

VEHICLE LEAVES GUIDEWAY

Scenario 1

Vehicle leaves guideway at open switch.EVENT:

CAUSE: Undetected flexible switch malfunction (due to loss of power,
hydraulics system failure, faulty switchingsignal, etc.).

RESULT: Damage to vehicle, passenger injury from impact.
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Scenario 2

EVENT: Vehicle isoperated at excessive speed and leaves guideway.

CAUSE: Guideway irregularities too large for speed.

RESULT: Damage to vehicle, passenger injury from impact.

Scenario 3

EVENT: Vehicle leaves guideway at point of span/beam failure.

CAUSE: Span/beam failure ignored or not detected.

RESULT: Damage to vehicle, passenger injury from impact.

SUDDEN STOP

Scenario 1

EVENT: Untimely vehicle braking occurs.

CAUSE: Signaling/communications system failure, loss of vehicle power.

RESULT: Passenger injury, possibly strikes interior of vehicle.

Scenario 2

EVENT:

CAUSE:

RESULT:

Scenario 3

EVENT:

CAUSE:

RESULT:

Loss of safe hover occurs.

Magnet gap control loop malfunction, guideway irregularities too
large for speed.

Vehicle drops on skids, damage to vehicle, passenger injury from
impact.

Unsymmetrical touchdown occurs.

Ignored or inadequate warning of crosswinds above safety limits.

Vehicle drops on skids, damage to vehicle, passenger injury from
impact.
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VEHICLE DOES NOT SLOW/STOP AT STATION

Scenario 1

EVENT: Vehicle unable to slow/stop at station.

CAUSE: Loss of control, operator error, excessive speed, braking subsystem
failure, etc.

RESULT: Possible damage to vehicle and station platform, aswell as to patrons
standing on the platform.

Scenario 2

EVENT: Braking not sufficient for accumulation of ice on guideway.

CAUSE: Severe weather conditions.

RESULT: Loss ofstopping capabilities, possible damage to vehicle and station
platform, aswell as to patrons standing on the platform.

VEHICLE STRANDED BETWEEN STATIONS OR SAFE EVACUATION POINTS

Scenario 1

EVENT: Accidental shutdown of main power occurs before on board batteries
are charged.

CAUSE: Operator error, defective battery indicator sensor.

RESULT: Vehiclestranded, masspassenger anxiety.

Scenario 2

EVENT:

CAUSE:

RESULT:

Vehiclestops before accumulated magnetic levitation electrostatic
charge has been grounded.

Emergency stop in unplanned stopping area.

Possible passenger exposure to Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) hazards.
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INABILITYTO RESCUE MAGLEV PASSENGERS INCASE OF BREAKDOWN, OR
ACCIDENT

Scenario 1

EVENT: Vehicle inaccessible to rescue equipment.

CAUSE: Vehicle stranded over water, swamp, busy interstate highway, etc.

RESULT: Mass passenger anxiety.

Scenario 2

EVENT: Vehicle rescue attempt is not made promptly.

CAUSE: Assistance is not available, rescue personnel are unavailable, rescue
equipment is not available.

RESULT: Mass passenger anxiety, possible passenger injury or death.

PASSENGER INJURY/ILLNESS

Scenario 1

EVENT: Individual slips or trips entering or exiting the vehicle.

CAUSE: Smooth wet surface, uneven surface, no railing, no assistance, etc.

RESULT: Possible passenger injury.

Scenario 2

EVENT: Passenger becomes ill while inside vehicle.

CAUSE: Motion sickness, heart attack, toxic fumes.

RESULT: Possible passenger death.

Scenario 3

EVENT: Passenger caught in automatic doors.

CAUSE: Door locks malfunction.

RESULT: Passenger injury, possibly crushed.
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APPENDIX B.

BASIC DESIGN DEFICIENCIES

a. Examples:

GENERIC HAZARD CHECKLIST

b.

1) Sharp corners
2) Instability

Excessive weight
Inadequate clearance

3
4)
5)
6
7
8) Temperature

Cause: Integral characteristic which cannot be designed out

Control Methods:

(1) Safety Devices

qi
Lack of accessibility

Causes: Improper or poor design

c. Control Methods: Improve or change design

INHERENT HAZARDS

a. Examples:

Mechanical (i.e., rotating equipment, vibration)
Electrical
Explosives
Flammable gases or liquids
Toxic substances
Acceleration (flying objects)
Deceleration (falling objects

Isolation (separation)
Barriers (guards)
Interlocks (deactivation)
Pressure release
Temperature sensor (fuse)

(2) Warning Devices (Five Senses)

Visual (see) - color, shape, signs, light
Auditory (hear)-bell
Tactile (touch) - shape, texture
Olfactory (smell)
Gustatory (taste)

*This checklist was developed by TSC using material adapted from Product Safety
Management and Engineering by Willie Hammer, 1980. While the checklist
provides a starting point for hazard identification, it does not present a
comprehensive, exhaustive listing of all hazards and/or their causes.
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(3) Procedures and Training

(a) Use of safe procedures
b) Training
c) Backout/recovery procedures
a) Protective equipment
e) Emergency procedures

MALFUNCTIONS

a. Examples:

11) Structural failures
2) Mechanical malfunctions
3) Power failures
4) Electrical malfunctions

b. Causes:

il) Faulty design
2) Manufacturing defects
3) Improper or lack of maintenance
4) Exceeding specified limits
5) Environmental effects

c. Control Methods: Design

ai

f!l

Fail safe design

load stren<
Higher safety margins (i.e., reduce stress, increase

jth,etc!)
circuitry

Timed replacement

ngtn.
Redundant circuitry or equipment
Timed replacement

Other Control Methods: Safety devices, Warning Devices,
Procedures and Training (See Point 2. c. 1-3)

MAINTENANCE HAZARDS

a. Examples:

(1) Improper connections
(2) Component failures
(3) Equipment damage
(4) Operational delay

b. Causes:

11) Lack of maintenance
2) Improper maintenance
3) Hazardous maintenance conditions

c. Control Methods:

(1) Design

Simplified design
Fail-safe design
Easy access to equipment
Elimination of need for special tools or equipment
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(2)

(3)

Safety devices

Warning devices

i

Guards for moving parts
Interlocks

Labels/Signs
Bells
Chimes
Lights

(4) Procedures or Training

Documentation of proper procedures
Improved training courses
Housekeeping

5. ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

a. Examples:

Heat
Cold
Dryness
Wetness
Low friction (slipperiness)
Glare
Darkness
Earthquake
Gas or other toxic fumes

Causes:

(1) Inherent ...
(2) Foreseen or unforeseen natural phenomena/conditions which do

or could occur

Control Methods :(seealso4.c)

(1) Design

Ia) Increased resistance to temperature changes
b) Increased resistance to dryness or wetness
c) Fail-safe design

(2) Safety Devices

a) Sufficientheating or cooling capability
b) Adequate insulation

i'c) Restricted access
a) Temperature sensor

(3) Warning devices

8
Visual
Auditory
Smell
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(4) Procedures and Training

(a) Use of safe procedures
Protective equipment
Training

HUMAN FACTORS

a. Examples: (Also see all other items)

as
Stress (sensory, mental, motor)
Physical surroundings (environment)

s
Noise
Illumination
Temperature
Energy sources
Air and humidity
Vibration

(3) Errors

f§)
Omission
Commission

4) Nonrecognition of hazards
'5 Incorrect decisions
6 Tasks done at wrong time
7) Tasks not performed or incorrectly performed

Causes:

1

4
I
9

ill

Inadequate attention to human design criteria
Poor location, layout of controls
Equipment complexity
Inherent hazards
Incorrect installation
Failure of warning devices
Inadequacy of procedural safeguards

(a) Failure to follow instructions
(b) Lack of knowledge of procedures

Inadequate training
Lack of or improper maintenance

Control Methods:

ai

(3)

Design (to address items (1) - (6)
Safety Devices (Redundancy)

(a)

i
Warning Devices (Five Senses)(Redundancy)

a) Visual (eye) - color, shape, signs, light
b) Auditory (hear) - bell
c) Tactile (touch) - shape, texture

.d) Olfactory (smell)
e) Gustatory (taste)

Isolation (separation)
Barriers(guards) . v
Interlocks (deactivation)
Temperature sensor (fuse)
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(4) Procedures and Training

(a) Clearwarning labels (nature of hazard, action to avoid
injury, consequences)

(b) Use ot complete, proper, safe procedures
c) Adequate training (also refresher training)
d) Backout/recovery procedures
e) Protective equipment

if) Emergency procedures
(g) Proper maintenance procedures

FIRE HAZARDS

a. Examples: Rapid fire spread, smoke/toxic gas buildup

b. Causes:

\l\2,
3 Flammable Liquids or Gases
4) Explosion

c. Control Methods:

(1) Design

Electrical (short circuit, overload, etc.)
Vandalism

tt
Materials Selection
Equipment placement

2) Safety Devices

ft
Insulation/barrier material
Extinguishing system

(3) Warning Devices

a) Smoke detection
b) Overheat/overtemperature sensorsi

(4) Procedures and Training (see 2.C.3)

B-5/B-6
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APPENDIX D. SAFETY REGULATIONS, GUIDELINES, AND REQUIREMENTS
POTENTIALLY APPLICABLE TO MAGLEV

The attached tables contain a preliminary regulatorycomparison, both U.S. and foreign,
for the following listof railroad elements. Much of the data was derived and adapted from
a report prepared for FRA by ADL, enhanced by TSC to include German and non-FRA

applicable regulations, guidelines, and requirements.

1. GENERAL SAFETY ENGINEERING

2. VEHICLE

3. GUIDEWAY (TRACK)

4. SIGNALING, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRIFICATION

5. PERSONNEL/OPERATIONS

ABBREVIATIONS

AAR - Association of American Railroads

ADL - Arthur D. Little, Inc.

APTA - American Public Transit Association

AREA - American Railway Engineering Association

DIN - German Standards Institute

EBO - German Railroad Construction and Traffic Regulations, 1982 Edition
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration

* AC - Advisory Circular

* FAR - Federal Aviation Regulation
FRA - Federal Railroad Administration

49 CFR - Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49

MBO - Construction and Operating Code for Magnetic Levitation Rail System,
January 1988, DRAFT

MIL-STD - Military Standard (U.S.)

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NFPA - National Fire Protection Association

SNCF - French National Railways

TGV - Train a Grand Vitesse (French High Speed Train)

TOV - High-Speed Maglev Trains Safety Requirements,1991*

VDI - Association of German Engineers

VDE - Association of German Electrical Technicians

UIC - International Union of Railways

UMTA - Urban Mass Transportation Administration

* Folios available as of March, 1991

D-1
3-91
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TABLED-1.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GENERAL
SAFETY

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

SAFETY/SYSTEM
SAFETY

211-236:

Definetopics
andregulations
relatedto
railroad(RR)
safety,inthe
contextofFRA's
mission:"The
purposeofthe
nationalRR
safetyprogram
istopromote
safetyinall
areasofRR
operationsin
ordertoreduce
deaths,injuries
anddamageto
property
resultingfrom
RRaccidents"
(212.101).

AAR:
No
requirements.

Individual
railroadsuse
theirown.

MIL-STD882B.
SystemSafety
Program
Requirements,
July1987
FAAAC
25.1309-1A
SystemDesign
andAnalysis.
FAA:Part
25.1309A
Equipment,
Systemsand
Installations
(6721/88)

APTA:
Manualforthe
Developmentof
SystemSafety
ProgramPlan.

FAA:FAR
91.105

TOV,Folios0,1
refertoDIN,
VDEdefinitions

VDI2244:Design
Standardsfor
Productswith
ProperSafety
Features

DINVDE
31000,
T2.12/87,and
VDE1000.
GeneralGuide
toSafetyDesign
ofTechnical
Products

DINVDE0831or
MUe(German
Fed.RR.Reg.)
8004:Defines
safetylevel
customaryinRR
engineering.

DINV31004
Defines
operational
safetysoasnot
toexceeda
certainrisklimit.

MB0.3/88:Ch.1:
"Facilitiesand
vehiclesmustbe
safe:"Safety
measures(1.7);
railwaysafety
systems(2.4);
Restrictionsfor
vehicles(safety
envelope)
(3.3);travel
safety(4.3)
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TABLED-1.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GENERAL
SAFETY

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.GERMAN

UIC/
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

SAFETY/SYSTEM

SAFETY(con't)

NFPA101.
LifeSafety
Code.

NFPA130.
Standardfor
FixedGuideway
TransitSystems.

MIL-STD-882B-
1("86):System
SafetyProgram
Requirements
forSpace
Systemsand
theirFacilities

MIL-STD-1574
A(rev'85):
SystemSafety
Programfor
Spaceand
MissileSystems.
NASA:NHB
1700.1,NASA
SafetyManual
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TABLED-1.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GENERAL
SAFETY

FAIL-SAFE

SYSTEMSand
SAFE-LIFE

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/

INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.

UMTA,Safetyin
UrbanMass
Transportation:
Guidelines
Manual.
(Battelle)

FAA:FAR
91.105

FAA:AC
25.1309-1A

SystemDesign
andAnalysis.

GERMAN

TOV:Folio0,
Definitions.of
fail-safeand
safe-life.

Folio1,
Acceptancetests
arerequiredto
Crovetail-safe

ehavior;and
FTAand
acceptancetests
areneededto
provesafe-life.

DIN25,448(6/8):
FailureEffect
Analysisreqs.
VDI/VDE3542,
12/88:
Abilityof
technicalsystem
toremaininsafe
state,orswitch
toanothersafe
stateforcertain
typesofbreak
down;Reliabil
ity,redundancy
andfail-safe
designofsafety-
criticalsystems.
VDI2244,5/88.
safe-lifedef:
Duringtheanti
cipatedservice
lite,neitherthe
productasa
whole,norany
ofitscritical
subfunctions
mayfail.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

MBO:
implicitin
Safetymeasures
(1.7);railway
safetysystems
(2.4);travel
safety(4.3)

COMPARISONCOMMENTS

Operatingerroris
mostsignificantcause
ofaccidents.
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GENERAL
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FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
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RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

REUABIUTYANDNospecific
reliability

DoDH-108:TOV,Folio1:
REDUNDANCYSamplingGeneral

requirementsprocedureandreliabilityand
aremadeattableforliferedundancy
systemlevel,orandreliabilityrequirementsfor
atsafety-criticaltesting.safety-critical
subsystemlevel.MIL-R-22732:functionsand
beyondReliabilitysubsystems(e.g.
specified
subsystem

requirements
forshipboard

levitation
function,power

designandelectronicsupply,control
operating.equipment.system,braking
maintenance,
andinspection

MIL-R-26484
Reliability,reqs
fordevelpment
ofelectronic

system).
DIN40.041E,

requirements.11/88:Definition
ofredundancy.

subsystemsforDINVDE0831:
equipment.Reliabilitylevel
MIL-R-22667ofinformation

Gen.specs,for
reliabilityand
longevityfor
electronic

installationto
precludelossof
information.

VDI/VDE3542.
equipment.
MIL-R-22973

12/88:Reliability,
redundancyand

Gen.specs,for
reliability.

fail-safedesign
ofsafety-critical

assuranceforsystems.

productVDI2244,5/88:
acceptanceof(seeprevious
avionicpage)
equipmentMBO:Implicitin
MIL-STD-721:Secs.3.3-
DefinitionsforRestrictionsfor
Reliabilityvehiclesand2.4
Engineering.railwaysafety
MIL-STD-785:systems.

RequirementsVDI4005:Effect
forReliabilityofenvironment
Programalconditionson
(Systemsandreliabilityof

technical Equipment).
NASANPC-2S0-products

1:Reliability
Program
provisionsfor
spaceSystems
Contractors.I
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TABLED-1.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GENERAL
SAFETY

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

AVAILABILITYDIN40,041E,
11/88:
Definition:
probabilityof
encounteringa
unit,atany
giventime
withinthe
requiredservice
life,ina
functionally
capablestate;

Availabilityand
MTBFofsafety-
criticalsystems.

QUAUTY
ASSURANCE

(SeealsoTable
D-2,Vehicle
Certification)

TUV:Folio7,
Design,
Production,and
Quality
Assuranceof
Mechanical
Structures
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

STRUCTURAL
STRENGTH

FRA/
49CFR

229.141:
ForMU
locomotives
only.

Fortrainempty
weights,above
andoelow
600,000lb.

Requirements
forbuff
strength,
collisionposts
(numberand
shearstrength),
truck-to-body
shearstrength,
anti-climbing
arrangement/
vertical
strength,and
verticalcoupler
strength.

Loadsmustbe
sustained
without
deformationof
structureexcept
collisionposts
andtruck-to-
body.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Allpassenger
carsexceeding
600,000lb.per
FRAMU
Requirements.

Commuterand
intercityrail
service
operatorsmust
meetabove
requirements.

Structuraltest
requiredto
confirmbuff
strength
requirements.

Design
calculationsto
besubmitted
forother
strength
requirements.

OTHER

U.S.

FAR25.301-30:
Definitionof
LoadsandProof
ofStructure

FAR25.331(d):
Gust
Conditions;

FAR25.571:
Damage
toleranceand
fatigue
evaluationof
structure.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.24,
Tractionand
Buffing
Equipment;
Buffingand
couplinglayout
spring
requirements.

TOV:
Folio5,
Load
Assumptions
forvehicle
loads,freebody
forces,and
excludedloads
(includes
environment)

Folio6,
Stability
Analyses
Folio7,
VehicleDesign,
Productionand
Quality
Assuranceof
Mechanical
Structures

MBO,Ch.3:
includesbasic
strengthreqs.
forvehicles

DIN18200:
QualityControl
ofconstruction
materialsand
structuralparts.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

566:
Minimumforces
for
longitudinally
anddiagonally
atbufferlevel,
330mmabove
bufferlevel,at
centerraillevel,
atcant-raillevel,
andtensile
level.

Carend
wall/anti-
collisionpillars
mustabsorb
collisionenergy
andretainhigh
resistanceto
overrideshear
forces.

515:
50,000lb.truck
tobodyshear
strengthforces.

Japan:
Buffstrengthis
222,000lb.

TGV:
Articulation
designis
capableof
sustaining
substantial
verticalloads.

COMPARISON

Europeantruck-to-
bodystrengthforceis
afunctionofcarand
truck(50,000lbs
wouldbetypical).For
structuralstrength,
UICloadvaluesTor
locomotivebodyare
muchlowerthan
FRA/AAR.

Strengthdifferences
aresimilarforboth
foreignlocomotives
andpassengercars,
exceptthatthereisno
coupler/anticlimberor
truck-to-bodyshear
strengthrequirement;
however,passenger
locomotiveswillhave
anticlimbingcouplers.
Buffersandscrew-
tensionedchain
couplerswhichcannot
sustainverticalloads
arecommonlyusedin
Europe.

UIC:Hasno
requirementfor
verticalanti-override
coupleroranti-climber
forceexceptthat
passengerlocomotives
willhaveanti-climbing
couplers;however,
U.S.styleortransit
couplersareusedin
manyinstances.

COMMENTS

Thehigherthespeed,
thegreaterthe
structuraldeformation
inanaccident.

ReFAR25.341:Unlike
thisFAR,mustassume
formaglevloading
fromacombinationof
highspeedandsevere
gusts,sincemaglev
operatesatlow
altitudeandhigh
speeds.

FAR25.571Could
applytomaglev
suspensionand
guideway
components,andto
someothercarbody
components.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

LOCOMOTIVE

(DRIVER)CAB
CRASH-

WORTHINESS

FRA/
49CFR

Nooverall
structural
strength
requirements.

229.123:
Leadlocomotive
requires
adequatepilot,
endplate,or
snowplow.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Detailed
strength
requirements
forengineer
seats.

AMTRAK:
None.

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

EBO.Ch.28,
TractiveUnit
Equipment:
Requirescow
catcher(pilot),
speedindicator,
etc.

Nospecific
referenceto
structural
integrityofcab.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

617-5:
Locomotives
mustmeetsame
standardsasMU
carsplusa
structural
designthat
protectsspace
occupiedby
engineer,with
deformations
andenergy
absorptionin
frontof,and
behindthis
space.

TGV:
Hasconsidered
above
requirementfor
high-speed
design.

UK:
Requiresa
snowplow
capableof
sustaining66
tonimpacton
unpoweredcab
cars.

COMPARISON

Designofcabstructure
suchthatcrush
strengthofspace
occupiedbytraincrew
ishigherthan
surroundingstructures
hasnoU.S.equivalent.

Noforeign
requirement(except
UK)forpilotorsnow
plow.

COMMENTS

Head-endtraincrew
couldbeespecially
vulnerableinhigh
speedcrash.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPUCABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLEFRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

LOCOMOTIVECAB
(DRIVING)
WINDOWS
(GLAZING)

(SeealsoFireSafety
andEmergency
Access/Egress)

223:
Windowsmust
sustainimpact
of24lb.object,
8"by8"at44
ft/sec.and0.22
caliberrifle
bulletat960
ft/persec.with
nopenetration.

Distortion-free
viewofR-O-W.

Side-facing
windowsmust
sustainimpact
of24lb.object,
8"by8-at12
ft/sec,andsame
riflebullet
requirementas
above.

NoneFAR:25.631
BirdStrike
Damage

(8lb.BirdatVc)

EBO.Ch.29:
Requiressafety
glassonall
windows,doors
andwalls

MBO.Ch.3:
Sec.3.4,safety
glasson
windows,doors
andwalls
(mirrors)

617-4.
617-7.651:
Forwardfacing
windows
require
resistanceto
penetrationby
sharpobjects,
providevisibility
evenifpartially
damaged,andif
broken,haveno
sharp-edged
fragments.

Sidefacing
windowsand
otherglass
(internaldoors,
gauges,etc.)
requiresafety
glass.

UICdoesnothave
specificimpact
requirements.

Thegreaterthe
speed,thegreaterthe
effectofstriking
objects,particularly
forwardfacing
windows.

PASSENGERCAR

SIDEWINDOWS

1

Sameimpact
requirementsas
above.

NoneEBO,Ch.29:
RailroadCar
Equipment:
Requiressafety
glassonall
windows,doors
andwalls

MBO.Ch.3:
Sec.3.4,safety
glasson
windows,doors
andwalls
(mirrors)

564-1:
Allwindows
mustbe
toughenedor
laminatedor
safetyglass,
includingboth
panesofdouble
glazing.

U.S.glazingmaterials
arebothmorespecific
andmorestringent
thanEuropean,
becauseofthe
greaterlikelihoodof
Foreignobjectson
tracks,vandalism,and
useoffirearms.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

NON-STRUCTURE:

LOCOMOTIVE

(Driver)CAB

(Including
acceleration/decel
erationresistance
forcomponents,
noise,lighting,etc.)

FRA/
49CFR

229.119:
Adequatedoor
andseat
fastenings,non-
slipfloors,
"tidiness,"
adequate
heatingand
ventilation.

229.121:
8-hour
weightedsound
levelnotto
exceed90Dba.

229.127:
Illuminationof
in-cab
instrumentsand
readinglight.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Allcabinterior
fittingsand
surfacesmustbe
roundedand
otherwise
designedto
minimizeriskof
injury-

Strength
requirements
forlocomotive
engineerseats.

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.28:
TractiveUnit
Equipment:
Nospecific
interiorsafety
issues

Requiresspark
arresters,etc.,
whenliquidfuel
isbeingburned.
MBO.Ch.3:
Sec.3.4requires
frontandback
endlightsand
audiblewarning
system.

Specific
requirements
formaterials
and
constructionto
meetstateof
theartinfire
protection

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

617-5:
Avoidsharp
edges,etc.,to
minimize
injuriesfrom
cabinternal
fittingsand
surfaces.

Secureallheavy
locomotive
structuressoas
nottobreak
awayinsudden
acceleration,to
withstand±3g
longitudinally.

Proper
protection
againsthazards
suchashigh
voltage,hot
surfaces,etc.

COMPARISON

Nonationalor
international
requirementsfor
unpoweredcabcars.

COMMENTS

Non-structuralcar
featureshavehada
significantimpacton
thenumberand
severityoftrain
accidents.

Ifhighspeed
accidentsresultin
greatertrain
deceleration,riskof
injuriesdueto
secondaryimpact
couldbegreater.

Highspeedsmay
meanlessmarginfor
humanerror;
therefore,any
featurewhich
improvesworking
environmentcould
resultinreducingrisk
ofsuchareas.

StandardPractice:
Goodhumanfactors
designofcontrolsand
instruments.



TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

NON-STRUCTURAL:
PASSENGERCAR

(Including
acceleration/
deceleration
resistancefor
components,
lighting,etc.)

FRA/
49CFR

Noregulations
forstrengthor
natureofcar
interiorfittings.

221:
Rearendlights.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AMTRAK:
Interiorcar
fittings
including
seating,
partitions,
baggageracks,
etc.,must
withstand:
6glongitudinal,
3gvertical,and
3glateral
accelerations.

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

EBO,Ch.29,
RailroadCar
Equipment:
Warning
signage
required,
lightingand
heating
equipment
specs,safety
appliancesfor
crewmen.

MBO:
Sec3.4,front
andendofcar
lighting,audible
warningsignals
Sec3.11.
signage&
postinggeneral
requirementss
formaglev.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

566:
Carcomponents
mustwithstand
5glongitudinal,
1glateral,and3
gvertical
acceleration.

Safetydesign
factorof1.5
against
deformation.

Overhead
baggageracks
mustwithstand
137lb/ftplus
191lbatany
pointonfront
edge.
Canada(draft):
Aircraftstyle
overhead
baggagebins.
Heavybaggage
tobe
segregated
fromseating
andstoredin
rackswith
restraints
meeting5g
longitudinal,
bothpanesof
doubleglazing.

COMPARISON

Ingeneral,U.S.
regulationsand
standardsareless
detailedthanEurope
orCanada.However,
wherestandardsdo
exist,theyaresimilar.
Standardsregarding
baggagerestraintare
generallylackingin
U.S.althoughsimilar
inactualpractice.
Norequirmentsby
anynationalor
internationalcodefor
avoidanceofsharp
hardsurfaceorother
waystoreduce
secondaryimpact
injuriesinpassenger
cars.

COMMENTS

Non-structuralcar
featureshavehada
significantimpacton
thenumberand
severityoftrain
accidents.

Ifhighspeed
accidentsresultin
greatertrain
deceleration,riskof
injuriesdueto
secondaryimpact
betweencar
occupantsandhard
surfaces,flying
baggage,and
detachedcomponents
couldbegreaterthan
fromgrosscrushingof
thecar.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDEUNES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE
FRA/

49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

PASSENGERCARNoregulationsAAR:EBO,Ch.29,560:Useofautomatically
DOORSregardingdoorSlidingdoorsRailroadCarDoorsareoperatedslidingplug
(Seealsooperation.shallbeused.Equipment:automaticallydoorsisbecoming
Emergency
Access/Egress)

231:
Varioussteps

Outwardly
opening

Locking
requirements

closedand
lockedatspeeds
exceeding5
km/h.

universalon
Europeanrailsystems.

andhandholdsexteriordoorsfordoors,pinchStandardsregarding
attheendofcarareacceptableprotectiononautomaticdoor
andatdoors.tomostdoors,slidingDoorsmusthaveoperationarelacking

operators.door
requirements,
safetyglass
requirements.

MBO:Sec3.4:
Requirements
forsafetyglass
fordoors,
emergency
exits,and
generalreqsfor
doorlocksand

pressure-
sensitiveedge
andbe
programmedto
openfor10sec.
when
obstructed.

Entrancemust
beadaptableto
platformedges
ofbetween12

inU.S.althoughthere
islittledifferencein
actualpractice.

and36inches.
status

Canada
supervisionand
control.

(draft):Door
requirements
aresimilarto

I

UIC.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

FIRESAFETY
MATERIALS
ANDDEVICES
(Seealso
Emergency
Features/
Equipment)

FRA/
49CFR

FRARail
Passenger
Equipment
Guidelinesfor
Selecting
Materialsto
Improvetheir
Fire
Characteristics.
Federal
Register,
January17,1989

Theseguidelines
coverfireand
smokeemission
limitsfor
seating,walls
andceilings,
glazing,floors,
etc.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AARManualof
Standardsand
Practices:

Forwiringand
otherelectrical
installations,for
locomotivesand
powercars.

OTHER

U.S.

NFPA101,Life
SafetyCode

NFPA130.
Standardfor
FixedGuideway
TransitSystems.

FAR25.851,
Fire
Extinguishers.

FAR25.853:App
F.partIIIandiV,
Firetestingof
material
samplesfor
qualification
(burnthruand
radiationtests)

FAR25.1357,
Circuit
Protective
Devices.

FAR25.1359(b)
thru(d).
ElectricalSystem
FireandSmoke
Protection.

FAR25.581,
Lightning
Protection.

APTA,Manual
forthe
Developmentof
SystemSafety
ProgramPlan.

GERMAN

TUV:Folio11,
Fireprotection.

MBO:Sec.3.4:
Fireprotection
requirements
formaglevcar
materialsand
constructionto
complywith
stateoftheart

DV899/35,Sec
VI,FRGMemo
Testing
combustibility
ofmaterials.

DV899/55,
Memofor
testingfirebe
haviorofsolid
materialsforRR.

DIN4102:
Firebehaviorof
construction
materialsand
structuralparts.
Parti,Maglev
isClassA:
choiceof
incombustible
materials.
Parts2,4,5:
Qualification
testing.

DIN5510:(6
parts):
Preventivefire
protectionin
railvehicles.
Parti:Fire
protection
stages(maglev
isgrade4),mea
sures,records.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

564-2:
Suitable
electrical
conduit.

Flammability
andsmoke
emission
standardsfor
non-metallic
materials

Firetesting.on
specimensor
models(AppA,
MethodAorB)

642:
(Formotive
powerunitsand
cabs)

Floorsand
bulkheadsmust
befirebarriers.

Portionsof564-
2ORasrelevant.

UK:British
Standard
6853.1987.

Similarto564-2
ORand642plus
smokealarms.

Morestringent
requirements
fortrains
operatingin
tunnelsoron
elevated
structures.

COMPARISON

Flammabilityand
smokeemission
standardsappearto
bebroadlysimilar.

Britishaddsmoke
alarmrequirement
andrequirementsfor
elevatedstructures.

COMMENTS

Vandalismisa
significantcauseof
firesintheU.S.

Elevatedstructure
couldbeanissue
duringemergencyto
getawayfromfire;
seealsoEmergency
Access/Egress.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

EMERGENCY
ACCESS/EGRESS

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:Manual
4emergency
exitsof
minimumsize
18"by24"are
requiredfor
each85ft.long
passengercar.

Maximumsize
ofwindowsis
1100sq.inches
tominimizethe
riskof
passenger
ejection.

Doorsmustbe
capableof
beingopened
frominsideand
outsideand
swingout.

OTHER

U.S.

NFPA:

130,Standard
forFixed
Guideway
TransitSystems.
NFPA:
101,Fireand
LifeSafety
Code.

FAR25.803,
Emergency
Evacuation.

Demonstration
ofemergency
evacuation

procedure

UMTA:
Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
RailTransit
Systems.

Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
Elderlyand
DisabledRail
Transit
Passengers.

Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
Urban,Rural,
andSpecialized
TransitSystems.

GERMAN

TUV:Folio12,
RescuePlan.

MBO,Sec.3.4:
emergencyexits
areprovided,
andaudible
warningsignals
and2-way
emergency
communications
systemare
required.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

560:
Automatic
doorsmusthave
anemergency
meansofbeing
opened
manuallyfrom
bothinsideand
outsideofcar.

564-1:
Atleast2
windowspercar
(1oneachside)
tobe
emergency
escape
windows.

617-5:
Atleast1
windowoneach
sidetobe
breakableand
largeenoughto
serveasan

emergency
escape.

617-5:
Unimpeded
emergency
passagetobe
providedto
oppositeendof
engineer'scab.
UK6853:1987:
Emergency
meanstoopen
doorsnormally
locked.

COMPARISON

Emergencyescape
requirementsfor
passengercarsare
similar.

NoU.S.equivalentto
UICrequirementfor
emergencyescape
windowsfrom
locomotivesand
drivingcabs.
NoEuropean
equivalentoftheU.S.
maximumsize
window
requirements.

COMMENTS
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

EMERGENCY
FEATURES/
EQUIPMENT
(SeealsoFire
Protection)

FRA/
49CFR

231:
1handbrakeper
carsituatedso
thatitcanbe
operatedwith
thecarin
motion.

221:
Rearendlights.

Nospecific
requirements
forfirefighting
equipment
(extinguishers,
suppression
systems,etc.)

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:Manual
SectionA,Part
III:

Emergency
lighting,
independentof
normalpower
supply.

Wreckingtool
cabinetto
includeaxand
sledge-hammer.

Conductor's
brakevalvefor
initiationof
emergencystop.

OTHER

U.S.

NFPA:
130,Standard
forFixed
Guideway
TransitSystems

NFPA:
101,Fireand
LifeSafety
Code.

UMTA:
See
Recommended
Guidelinescited
previously..

FAR25.851,
Fire
Extinguishers.

FAR25.1359(b)
thru(d).
ElectricalSystem
FireandSmoke
Protection.

FAR25.581.
Lightning
Protection.

APTA:
Manualforthe
Developmentof
SystemSafety
ProgramPlan

GERMAN

TUV:Folio12,
RescuePlan.

EBO,Ch.26,
SignalBrackets
and
Configuration
ofRearSignal
Lights.

EBO.Ch.29.
RailroadCar
Equipment,Sec.
748,Warning
Signs.

MBO.Sec.3.4-
General
principlesof
maglevvehicle
design(safety
zones,fire
protection,
rescue,
emergency
commun

ications,etc.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

564-2R:
6kgfire
extinguisherin
eachcar(2in
dinersand
sleepingcars).

642:
(Formotive
powerunitsand
cabs)

Portablefire
extinguishers
mustbe
provided.
Engineroom
(fossilfuel
poweredunits)
musthave
automatic
enginepower
shutdownand
fire
extinguishing
system.

COMPARISON

Emergencylighting
requirementsare
similar.

COMMENTS
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE
ISSUES

TRUCKDESIGN
AND
CONSTRUCTION

FRA/
49CFR

229:
Detailed
maximumwear
andother
dimensional
requirements
relatingto
locomotive
trucks:
maintenance
ratherthan
construction;
locomotivecab
noiselimits.

215:
Freightcar
components
(althoughnot
forpassenger
cars,theintent
maybe
relevant).

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:Manual
SectionGfor
wheelsand
axlesand
SectionHfor
rollingbearings
areselectively
appliedto
passengercars.

Passengercar
axlespecs,and
materialsspecs,
fori.e.,roller
casingsarein
SectionA.

OTHER
U.S.

FAR25,Subpart
(d).Designand
construction,
specifically:

25.601thru631,
Formaterials
properties,
specifications
andQA.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.32,
Vehicle
Acceptanceand
Inspection:

Vehiclesmust
be
systematically
inspected.

Record
keeping
required.

MBO,Ch.3:
Basic
requirements
formaglev
vehicles,
includingloads
and
construction
materials.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

515:
Maximumaxle
load17.6tons.

Internal
bearingsarenot
permitteddue
to

incompatibility
toexistinghot
boxdetectors.

Electrical
groundingper
UIC552.

Ifpneumatic
suspension(air
springs)are
used,carmust
operatesafely
withsprings
deflatedat
maximum
speed.

Fatiguetestsof
truckframeis
requiredfor
newdesigns.

COMPARISON

NoformalU.S.
equivalenttoUIC
truckframetest
requirements.

Unclearof
applicabilityto
Maglevexceptthat
axleload,electrical
groundingand
suspensionsystem
itemsarerelated.

COMMENTS

Dynamicloadsonall
componentswill
increaseathigh
speed.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

BRAKE
INSTALLATION
AND
PERFORMANCE

FRA/
49CFR

232:
Testing,
inspection,and
maintenance,
not

construction.
85%ofallcars
intrainmustbe
braked.

Brakesmustbe
capableof
operatingin
emergency
modeatall
timeseven
duringaservice
brake
application.

Primarilyfor
freighttrain
operation.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Out-of-dateand
donotreflect
currenthigh
speedpractice.
AMTRAK

Requires
brakingrateof
2.5mph/sec.in
NECorridor.

26CS-1
Electro-
Eneumatic

rakecontrol
systemused.

Wheelslide
protection.

2Diskbrakes
peraxleplus
wheeltread
brakefriction
brake.

Handbrake
operatedfrom
insidecarand
conductor's
valvetoinitiate
emergency
brakingmustbe
fittedwithin
eachcar.

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.23,
Brakes:

Continuous
brakeis
required;

Activation
requirements
(handlesand
locations).

EBO.Ch.35,
Equipping
Trainswith
Brakes:
Required
braking
distances
(1000m),brake
test

requirements.

MBO,Sec.3.6:
Brakingsystem
formaglevmust
include2
independent
systems;

Sec.4.2
testing.

:Brake

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

540-546:
Emergency
brakingrateof
1.9mph/sec.
Additional
foreign:
Brakedesign
and
performancefor
speedsabove
125mphis
currently
responsibilityof
individual
operator.

COMPARISON

Someforeignsystems
usedynamicbraking
bypowercarand
eddycurrenttrack
brakestoimprove
emergencybraking
performance.
UICandUSelectro-
pneumaticbrake
systemw/wheelslide
aresimilar.

Automaticbrake
conditionmonitoring
systemsbeing
introducedonTGV
willhelpsafeguard
againstbrakefailure.

COMMENTS

AlthoughMaglev
equipmentdoesnot
havewheels,the
conceptofbraking
requirementsis
applicable.
Althoughnot
acceptedUSpractice,
eachdynamic/eddy
currentbraketruck
hasindependent
powersupply(i.e.
batteries)toinsure
adequateintegrity.
Brakingdutymore
severeathighspeed.
Totalenergytobe
dissipatedincreases
withthesquareof
speedand
instantaneouspower
dissipationwiththe
cubeofspeed.
Actualbrakingrates
mustbecompatible
withthestopping
distancesrequiredby
thesignalsystem
design.Accidentswill
bemoresevereat
highspeeds.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE

INSPECTIONAND
MAINTENANCE

FRA/
49CFR

229:
Forlocomotives
only.

Locomotives
mustreceivea
dailyandmore
detailed3
month,annual,
andbi-annual
inspectionbya
qualified
person,and
reportsmustbe
kept.

Detailed
requirements
forconditionof
suspension
systems,wheels,
axles,brakes,
andelectrical
equipment.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:Manual
SectionA,Part
III,forbrakes
andcouplers.

AMTRAK:
Yes,butnot
specified.

OTHER

U.S.

FAR21.50,
Requirements
forcontinuing
maintenanceto
maintain
airworthiness.

FAR21.99,
Enforcementof
Airworthiness
Directive.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.32,
Vehicle
Acceptanceand
Inspection:

Vehiclesmust
be
systematically
inspected.

Record
keeping
required.

EBO.Ch.33,
Vehicle
Equipment
Requires
Monitoring.

EBO.Ch.35.
Equipping
Trainswith
Brakes:

Sec7:Brake
testpriorto
operationand
whencaborcars
arechanged,
exceptwhen
onlyaddedto.

MBO.Ch.4:
Inspectionand
maintenance
notexplicit,but
checkoutand
safety
responsibility
beforeatrip
impliesthem.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

UIC:Contains
somestandards
(notspecified)
forbrake
systems,wheels,
axles,and
bearings.
TGV:Includes
schedulefor
visual,and
testingofopera
tionalsystems,
interior(light
ing,HVACTetc.)
running(trucks
andbrakes),2
levelsofinspec
tionformechan
icalandgeneral
inspection,and
partdisassembly
andinspection.
Onboardmon
itoringsystems
todetect
malfunctions.

Japan:Daily
visualforbrakes,
pantograph
contactstrip,
doors.etc;
monthlywork
shopinspection
ofelectrical
equipment,
trucks,bearings,
axles,etc.;
annualinspect
ioninvolving
removalana
Eartialdisassem-

lyoftrucks;
andfulloverall
inspectionevery
3years.Body
ridequalityis
alsomonitored
regularly.

COMPARISON

Actualstructureof
inspectionintervals
seemssimilarbothfor
U.S.andothers;
however,
acceptability
standardsmaybe
different.

COMMENTS

Tolerancesforwear,
deterioration,etc.will
besmallerinhigh
speedoperations,
requiringmore
frequentinspection
intervalsthan
traditionalnormal
speedrailservice.
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TABLED-2.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

VEHICLE
FRA/

49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

TRAIN-GUIDEWAY
(TRACK)
INTERACTION

213:
Maximumcant
deficiencyof3
inches.

Noother
regulations
regardingtrain-
trackforces,
lateral/vertical
forceratios,etc.

Research(1980-
81)has
investigated
overturning,
wheelclimb,rail
rollover,and
trackpanel
shift.

Whatabout
issueofcurve
(spiral)design,is
thereaFRAreg?

Noestablished
standardsfor
train-track
interaction.

Verticalimpact
maximum
axleload
acceptableby
AAR
Interchangerule
is66,000lbs.

FAR25.23,
Load
Distribution
Limits.

FAR25.25,
WeightLimits.

FAR25.181,
Dynamic
Stability.

FAR35.251.
Vibrationand
Buffeting

FAR25.255,
Out-of-Trim
Characteristics.

FAR35.367.
Unsymmetrical
Loadsdueto
EngineFailure.

EBO,Ch.40,
TravelSpeed:

Max.speedset
bymake-upof
train.

MBO:
Sec.2.1.6-
Guideway
dimensioningto
withstandall
resultingloads
(interaction
implicit)
Sec.4.4,Speed
selectionand
safespeed

Nonelisted.Train/trackdynamics
typicallyleadto
derailmentswhichwill
bemoresevereathigh
speed.
FAR25.25ismore
applicableto
superconducting
maglevwithlarge
gaps(>1in),specific
allytoflutterinstabil
ityresultingfrom
combinationofaero
dynamicandmagnetic
suspensionforces.
Themaglevanalogto
FAR25.367isan
asymmetrical
suspensionfailure,and
abilityofmaglevto
avoidhighspeed
asymmetrical
touchdown.

CERTIFICATION
FAR21.19,
Significant
designchange
requiresre-
certification.

FAR21.31-
Definitionof
"typedesign."
FAR21.127,
Pre-service
Quality
AssuranceTest
oneachvehicle.

FAR21.305(b),
TechnicalStand
ardOrders(TSO)
for3rdparty
manufactured
parts.
FAR21.601thru
621,Detailsof
administration
ofTSOsystem.

TUV:
Rheinland
Certification
andTest
Requirements
formaglev
service
operation.
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TABLED-3.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GUIDEWAY
(TRACK)

DESIGNAND
CONSTRUCTION

NOTE:Maglev
guidewaysdo
notuseties,rails
orballast
Therefore,this
tabledoesnot
containdetailed
referencein
mostcasesto

theseitems,
unless
potentially
applicable.

FRA/
49CFR

213.57:
Maximumcant
(super
elevation)=6
inches.

213.59:
Runoffofcant
ineach31feet
mustexceed
thatspecified
fortrackclass.

Noslabtrack
standards.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.

AREA:
Detailed
materialand
performance
requirements
fortrack
components.

Chapter1,
Roadwayand
Ballast.

Also,extensive
infoonbridge
construction
andother
structuresand
manyother
aspectsof
railroadcivil
engineering.
Chapter17,
highspeedrailis
under
development

NFPA:
130,Standard
forFixed
Guideway
TransitSystems

GERMAN

TUV:
Folio5,Load
Assumptions.
Folio6,Stability
Analyses.

Folio7,Design,
production,and
qualityassurance
ofmechanical
structures.

Folio8,Switch.

DS804,
Regulationfor
RRbridgesand
miscellaneous
engineering
structures(e.g.,
environmental
stresses,loadson
guideway,
switches,pillars)

D899/59,Special
CrovisionsforRR

ridgesandnew
RRlines.

DV899/35re:
firebehavior,
(combustibility,
smoke)ofRR
materials.

DV899/55,memo
fortestingfire
behaviorofsolid
materialsforRR.

DIN4102,Fire
behaviorof
construction
materialsand
structuralparts.
EBO.Ch.10,
DistanceBet
weenRunning
Lines(min4m).

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

700:
Classificationof
linesandwagon
loadlimits.

703:
Layout
characteristics
oflinesusedby
fastpassenger
trains.

711:
Geometryof
turnoutsfor
speeds
exceeding62
mph.

714:
Classificationof
linesforthe
purposeoftrack
maintenance.

Japan:
Movablepoint
frogsare
commonlyused
onhighspeed
turnouts.

COMPARISON

Slabtrackis
extensivelyusedin
Japan,selectiveuse
elsewhere.

U.S.usesslabtrack
onlyonmasstransit
systemsandavery
fewselectedlocations
intunnels.

COMMENTS

Temperature
extremesintheU.S.
aretypicallygreater
thaninEuropeor
Canada.Thiscould
potentiallyleadto
switchbuckling
incidentsunderhigh
speedtrainloads;
especiallyifthese
involvehighcant
deficiencies.

Trackcaused
accidentsaremainly
relatedtodeficiencies
inmaintenanceand
inspectionratherthan
originalconstruction.



TABLED-3.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

GUIDEWAY
(TRACK)

TRACK
(GUIDEWAY)
INSPECTIONAND
QUALITY

NOTE:Maglev
guidewaysdonot
useties,railsor
ballastTherefore,
thistabledoesnot
containdetailed
referenceinmost
casestothese
items,unless
potentially
applicable.

FRA/
49CFR

213:
Minimumtrack
quality
standardsas
functionof
speedand
inspection
standardsasa
functionof
speedand/or
trafficdensity.
ForClass6
includes
geometry,good
drainageand
absenceof
excessive
vegetation,
frogs,and
switches.

Visualor
automatic
inspections
twiceweekly
monthlyfor
switchesand
crossings,and
annual
automaticrail
defect
inspection.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AMTRAK:
Operatesatrack
geometrycaron
the125mph
sectionsofthe
NECorridor.

OTHER

U.S.

AREA
Committee2:
Automatictrack
inspection
techniques.
AREA
Committee32:
Managementof
trackdata.

Committee17:
HighSpeedRail

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.17,
Railroad
Inspectionand
Supervision:

General
requirements.
toinspectthe
RRina
systematic
manner.

MBO.Ch.2:
Includes
Roadway,and
RRSafety
Systems
requirements
formaglev
facilities.

MUE8004:
Safetylevel
typicalofRR
engineering

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

UICcodes
includegauge,
alignment,
surface,and
crosslevel
standardsfor
trackgeometry.

SNCF:
Weekly
acceleration
recordingon
boardtrain,
maximum
acceptable
transverse

acceleration
0.1S.

Trackgeometry
carevery3
months,andrail
defectcar,year
1and7after
newtrackislaid,
andevery2
yearsfollowing.
Japan:
Trackinspection
carsurveyevery
lOdays,
acceleration
recordingon
boardevery2-3
days,andhigher
capabilitytrack
inspectioncar
every3months.

COMPARISON

Trackgeometry
measurementbases
anddefinitionsdiffer
fromU.S.

MostU.S.railroads
operateatrack
geometrycarat
typically6to12
monthintervals.

COMMENTS

HighestFRAtrack
classisClass6for
passengertrainsupto
110mph.
Accidents,particularly
derailmentswillhave
moresevere
consequencesdueto
highspeed.
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TABLED-3.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

TRACK
(GUIDEWAY)

RIGHT-OF-WAY
SECURITY

FRA/
49CFR

None

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

Individual
railroads:
Rockslide
detectors
(fragilewire)
andnighwind
detectorsare
usedincertain
locations.

OTHER

U.S.

AREAManual:

Specifications
forfencesonly,
butnotwhere
theyshouldbe
exceptforsnow
fences.

AREA
Committee17
specificsinthis
areaare

currentlyunder
development

GERMAN

TUV:

Folio9,
Operational
controlsystem,

Folio4,On
boardcontrol
system,

Folio8,Switch

EBO.Ch.11:
RRcrossings
surveillance
requirements.
EB0.Ch.17,RR
Inspectionand
Supervision,
mayalsoapply.

MB0,Sec.4.3:

Re:travelsafety
(roadwaymust
befreeand
clear,andsafe
spacing);
Sec2.4

Re:safety
systemsand
railwaysecurity

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

Norequire
mentsfor
universal
fencing.
NewFrenchand
Japanesehigh
speedlinesare
fullyfenced
throughout,
otherTinesare
fencedasdeter
minednecessary.
Allrailroadsin
U.K.havealways
beenfenced.

SNCF:
Hasinstalled
intrusiondetec
tionalongR-O-W
sharedwith
majorhighways.
Japan:
Hazarddetection
devicesfor
earthquakes,
heavysnowfall
andhighwinds
areusedexten
sivelyandare
linkedtothe
traincontrol
system.Analarm
triggersspeed
reductionsor
cessationof
service.

730-3/965R:
Automatic
systemsfor
warningtrack
personnelof
approaching
trains.

COMPARISON

U.S.practiceisnotto
fenceR-O-Wexcept
wherespecial
protectionis
considered
warranted.

Sometypeof
intrusion/warning
deviceisusedinall
countries.

COMMENTS

Earthquakeand
weatherhazardsare
dependenton
location.

Anyaccident
involvingahigh
speedtrainhittingan
objectorpersonwill
bemoreseverethan
atlowerspeeds.
Thereisagreaterrisk
ofvandalisminU.S.
thanothercountries.

Thereisagreater
awarenessofdangers
offrequent,swift,
andsilenttrains.



TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

SIGNALANDTRAIN
CONTROLDESIGN

FRA/
49CFR

236:
Trainsoperated
at80mphor
abovemusthave
automaticcab
signal,
automatictrain
stop(ATS)or
automatictrain
control(ATC)
system
complyingwith
detailedrequire
mentsin236.
Shalloperatein
connectionwith
anautomatic
blocksignaling
system,
displayingsame
ormore

restrictivesignal
incaband/or
initiatebraking
ifarestrictive
signalispassed
andengineer
failstoinitiate
braking.
Brakingmustbe
initiatedearly
enoughforthe
traintostop
beforean
occupiedblock
orconflicting
turnoutsetting.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Verydetailed
setofsignal
system
standardsand
practices.

OTHER

U.S.

AREA:

Committee17
isdeveloping
requirements
forhigh-speed
rail

GERMAN

TUV:Folio4,
On-board
ControlSystem
andFolio9,
Operational
Control
Equipment:
Requirements
formaglev
signaland
control
subsystemfor
safetyindesign
andoperations
logic.
DINVDE0831:

ElectricRR
Signaling
Systems

DIN57831/VDE
0831:Electrical
signaling
systemssafety
forrailroads.

VD1/VDE3542:
Reliability,
redundancyand
fail-safedesign
ofsafety-critical
systems.

DIN40041E:
Availabilityand
MTBFofsafety-
criticalsystems.
DIN57160/VDE
160:Electronic
equipmenttobe
usedinelectrical
power
installations,and
theirassembly
intoelectrical
power
installations.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

734:
Forhighspeed
lines:
Traditional
linesidesignals
areacceptable
upto87-100
mph.
Between100
and125mph
traditional
signalsshould
beenhancedby
cabsignalsand/
orautomatic
traincontrol
andan
additional
signalaspector
otherformof
advance
warningofa
restrictivesignal
aspectmustbe
providedto
accommodate
thelonger
braking
distancesat
higherspeed.
Above125mph,
fullcab
signalingand
continuoustrain
controlmustbe
provided.
Speed
supervision
shouldinclude
alltemporary
andpermanent
civilspeed

COMPARISON

ThereisnoU.S.
regulation,standard
orpracticefor
signalingandtrain
controlwhich
requiressignaling
systemshavinga
performance
equivalenttothat
requiredbyUIC734
forspeedsinexcessof
125mph.

Thetrainandsignal
controlcharacteristics
requiredinEuropefor
speedsbetween100
and125mphare
broadlysimilartothe
FRArequirementsfor
above80mph.
(Exception:alltrains
inU.S.operatingona
lineequippedwith
cabsignalsand/or
ATChavetomeet
minimum
requirements.)
Therearemany
detaileddifferences
betweenU.S.and
European
"conventional"
signalingpractice(See
ADLreferenceto
Armstrongpaper).
Ingeneral,European
equipmentismore
complex,butless
ruggedthanU.S.

COMMENTS

U.S.signalandtrain
controlsystemhave
notbeenadaptedto
theoperationat
speedsinexcessof
125mph.

Accidentscausedby
malfunctionofa
signalingsystemitself
areextremelyrare;
whentheyoccurthey
areoftencausedby
faultyinstallation;
Becauseofhigher
speed,the
consequencesof
accidents(collisions,
derailments)caused
bysignal
malfunctionswillbe
moresevere.

Thereisaneedto
defineperformance
andreliability
requirementsfor
radiolinks,
microprocessors,etc.,
whichare
incorporatedinto
vitaltraincontroland
signalingfunctions.
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING.AAR/UIO
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
FRA/

49CFR
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMANOTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

ELECTRIFICATION

SIGNALANDTRAINAutomatictrainEBO.Ch.14,Restrictionsas

CONTROLDESIGNstoporcontrolSignalsandwellas

(continued)
systemsmaySwitches:refersrespondingto
includeadevicetothemostanyfault
toforestallrestrictivedetection
automaticbrakesituationasthesystems.
application!cf.default

Linesidesignals
prematureorposition;cannotform
inadvertant).Required

braking
partofsystem,

Alsoincludesaexceptaslower
largenumberofdistancesforspeedbackup.
requirementssignalspacing.Trainsmustalso
regardingtrack
circuit

trackoccupancy
restrictionsat

beprovided
withvoice

operation,convergingcommunication
automaticblock
systemsand
individual

points,
automatictraintodispatcher.
stopforspeeds730-739:

signaling>100km/hr.Governsignal
devicesMUe8004:Re:

functional
efficiencyand
correctnessof
softwarefor
controlling
safety-relevant
functions.

MBO.sec.2.4:
Railwaysafety
systems.

Sec4.3,Travel

system
installationsand
containmany
detailed
requirements.

•

Safety.
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIC/
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

SIGNALSYSTEM236:AAR:EBO,Ch.17,731:InsufficientHighspeedtrain
INSPECTIONANDSpecifiesaNumerousRRInspectionGeneralinformationissignalsystems
MAINTENANCEminimumlevelinspectionsandandcommentsaboutavailableforainvolving

ofinspectionstestareSupervision:inspectionofdetailedcomparisonmicroprocessors,a
andteststobecontainedingeneral

inspection
signaling
systemsbutdoes

betweenU.S.andvarietyofnoveltrack-
performedonManualsofforeignpractice.traincommunication

signalsystemsRecommendedrequirementnotcoversystemsandon-board
andcomponentsPractices.frequencyofinstallationwill

ofalltypes.Most
involvetestsof
way-side

Testshavetobe
carriedoutat3,
6,12,or24

inspectionsand
testsforspecific
typesof

requireverydifferent
testingandinspection
procedures.

equipmenttomonthsequipment.Widertemperature
ensureproper
functioning.

dependingon
typeof
equipment
Cabsignaland
ATCequipment
inalocomotive
ordrivingcab
hastobe
inspectedand
testeddaily
bothintheshop
andbythe
engineeron
departureoron
enteringATC
territory.

Otherwise,
responsibilityis
thatofindividu
alrailroadoras
recommended
bysignalsystems
supplier.

SNCF:Testcar
makesamonthly
triptomonitor
theconditionof
Uack-train
communications
andtraindetec
tionsystems.
6signaland
traincontrol
inspectorsare
allocatedtoa
50-mileterritory
andperform
minormainten
anceandroutine
testing.

Portable
instrumentsare
usedforon-site
testingand
CentralControl
cansimulate
certainoperat

extremesand
vandalismcouldbe
importantfactorsin
U.S.

ingconditions.|
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

COMMUNICATIONS

FRA/
49CFR

220:
Containsradio
standardsand
procedures
including
protocolfor
clarityand
consistencyof
communications,
instructionsfor
radiovoice
communications
andprocedures
forissuingtrain
orderbyradio.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.

Allradio
communications
andradio
equipmentmust
complywithFCC
requirements.

GERMAN

EBO.Ch.14.
Communica
tionFacilities.

MBO.Sec.2.4:
MaglevSafety
Systems
performance
specs(may
includenon
interference
with
communications
Sec.3.4:gen
reqsre2-way
communication
system(vehicle
withcontrol
room).

TUV.Folio4,
On-BoardATC:
8.Transmission
Installation,a
wirelessdata
transmission
channel,for
securetelegram
safe
transmission(a
fail-safe
computerwith3
channels);!).
Passenger
Emergency
Signal
transmittedto
on-boardSafety
Computer.

VDE0225.Parts
1.2.5:
Interferenceof
groundingfault
diagnosticswith
communications
wires.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

DINVDE0228:
Measuresfor
interference
protectionof
telecommunicat
-ionssystem
frompower
installations

VDE0800:
Provisionsfor
buildersand
operatorsof
telecom
systems,
includingADP
systems

VDE0816:
Externalcables
for
telecommunicat
-ionsystems
specs

VDE0845:
Protectionof
telecomsystems
against
overvoltage

VDE0871

Radio
interference
suppression
(RIS)ofhigh
frequency
equipment

VDE0888:tight
wave

communication
technology
(opticalcables)

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

DINVDE0228:
Measuresfor
interference
protectionof
telecommunica
tionssystem
frompower
installations.

VDE0800:
Provisionsfor
buildersand
operatorsof
telecom
systems,
includingADP
systems.

VDE0816:
Externalcables
fortelecommu
nicationsystems
specs.

VDE0845:
Protectionof
telecomsystems
against
overvoltage.

VDE0871
Radio
interference
suppression
(RlSjofhigh
frequency
equipment.

VDE0888:
lightwave
communication
technology
(opticalcables).

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY

FRA/
49CFR

236:
Whileno
generalsafety
regulations
regarding
electricalsystems
apply.Part236
contains
numerousrules,
standardsand
instructionre
installation,
inspection,
testing,safe
operationand
maintenanceof
signaland
controlsystems,
andappliances,
including
electricalcabling
insulation,
batteries,
relays.ground
tests,and
electronic
devices.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AREAManual,
Section33:
Contains
standardsand
guidelinesfor
overhead
catenaryelectric
powersupply
systems,andthe
avoidanceof
interference
betweenthe
powersupply
andsignaling
and
communication
systems.

Individual
railroadshave
establishedtheir
ownstandards
forelectrifi
cationsystems
andprocedures
forsafe
executionof
maintenance
work.

Forwiringand
otherelectrical
installations,for
locomotivesand
powercars.

OTHER

U.S.

NFPA:
National
ElectricalSafety
Codeforhigh
voltagesystems
andequipment
isapplicable
FAR25.1357,
Circuit
Protective
Devices.

FAR25.1359(b)
thru(d).
ElectricalSystem
FireandSmoke
Protection.

FAR25.581,
Lightning
Protection.

GERMAN

TUV:

Folio2,
Propulsion
Including
EnergySupply:
designand
operational
safetyreqs.for
propulsionunit,
including:
overloadand
short
protection,dis-
conection,
electricalsafety
ofcablingand
subsystems.

Folio3,On
boardEnergy
Systems:
electricalsafety,
personneland
passenger
protection
against
dangerousbody
currents,power
transmission,
storage,
conversionand
distribution
subsystem
safety.

Folio10,
Lightning
Protection/
EMC/ESD:
protectionof
systemelements
andpeople
fromelectrical
discharges
damage.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

Inallcountries,
standardsand
procedures
regarding
electrical
clearances,
protectionfrom
highvoltage
catenariesand
otherequipment
fromaccidental
contactwith
Cersonshave

eenestablished.

503:
Groundingof
metalpartsof
vehicles.specifies
minimum
resistancetorail
anduseof
groundingcables
andbrushesto
ensurealow
resistancepath
fromthecar
bodytorail.

610:

Proceduresfor
testingof
electrically
poweredrolling
stockbefore
enteringservice.

COMPARISON

Basedonlimited
informationavailable,
U.S.andforeign
practicesregarding
electrificationare
similar.

COMMENTS

Attentionto
groundingofall
vehiclesisessential.

Veryfewaccidents
occurbecauseof
electricalsystem
malfunction.

Mostcasualtiesare
duetoelectricshock
duetotrespassingor
otherinterference.

Railroadinstallations
intheU.Saremore
subjecttovandalism.
Systemssuchasthe
GRSVPKVital
Processor
Interlocking)withSAL
(SafetyAssurance
Logic),althoughnot
specificallyapproved
byFRA,are
consideredtomeet49
CFRrequirements
relatedtosignaland
controlsafetyissues.
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING.
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY
(continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

DIN57160A/DE
0160:Electronic
equip,usedin
electrical
power;
installationsand
theirassembly
intosame.

DINVDE:
0100Parts
410,430,523,540
Protective
measures

against
dangerousbody
currentsfrom
overloadand
shorts,for
electricpower
installationsat
uptolkVAC
and1.5kVDC

0101:Sameas
0100,forelectric
power
installations
above1kV,
grounding
protectionfrom
high-intensity
currentsystems,
andground
fault
monitoringunit

0105:Operation
ofpower
installationsand
highintensity
currentsystems.

0106:Parts
1,101,Regs,of
safeseparation
inelectrical
operating
equipment.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV
SIGNALING.
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIOOTHER
FOREIGN

COMPARISONCOMMENTS

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY
(continued)

DINVDE:

0108:Parti,
dangerzones
forpropulsion
unit(longstator
windingsand
feedercircuiu)

0109:Insulation
inlowvoltage
systems

0110:Provisions
fordimension
ingofaircreep
sectorsand
clearanceof
electricalopera
tingequipment
0115:
Permissible
contactvoltage
incaseof
groundfault,
forrailroads,
includingpower
feedviasliding
contacts(NAto
maglev?).
0122:
Testingspecsfor
batteriesand
energystorage
devices.
0141,
Grounding
systemspecs,
including
lightning
protection.



cu
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY
(continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

0160,
Protection
of/from
equipmentin
highintensity
currentsystems
withelectronic
operating
equipment.

0185:Parti,
lightning
protectionand
grounding;
Part2,explosion
hazardscontrol.

0250,0278:
Provisionsfor
insulatedpower
lines;esp.heavy
current,high
voltage

280.282,287
and293,Part4,
Current
loadability.
0266,halogen
freecables,with
improved
performancein
caseoffire.

0298,Parts2.3,4,
Useofcablesof
insulatedlines
forhi-intensity
currentsystems.

UIOOTHER
FOREIGNCOMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY
(continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

0472:
Guidelinesfor
theperform
anceofteston
insulatedlines
andcables;fire
proofing
cablingand
preservationof
functionduring
fire.

0510:
Batterycapacity
andloading,
preventionof
explosions.
0532:
Transformers
andchokecoils
designsafety.
0558:
Electricalsafety
forpower
convertersand
rectifiers,esp.
fromhigh
voltage.
0660.Part103:
Re:specsfor
highvoltage
contactorsand
switchgears,to
protectfrom
shortsand
overvoltage.
0670,Part6:
Protectionfrom
highvoltage
withisolating
gaps(esp.for
feederswitch
stations).

UIOOTHER
FOREIGN

COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING.
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER
U.S.

GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

ELECTRICALSAFETY
ANDELECTRIC
POWERSUPPLY
(continued)

0675:
Guidelinesfor
overvoltage
protection.
40046,Part38:
Environmental
testingfor
electrical
technology.
40050:
Typesof
protection.
57600:
Shortcircuitand
groundfault-
prooflines,test
specs.
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNIFRA/AAR/

OTHER
UIO

CATIONS,AND49CFRINDIVIDUALGERMANOTHERCOMPARISONCOMMENTS

ELECTRIFICAT^RAILROADSU.S.FOREIGN

EMC/EMIAND
LIGHTNING
PROTECTION

FCCdocketsTUV,Folio564-2:SeealsoElectrical
20780and10,LightningSuitableSafetyGerman
80284Protection/EMC/electricalregulations,dealing
UMTA:ESD,dealswithconduit.withgrounding
Guidelines-forgrounding.737-3/4:systemspecsand
theRailTransitscreening,EM

compatibilityof
Concernsmonitoringunits.

EMI/EMCelectrical

Program,theorysubsystems,interference

andtestradiatedbetweenelectric

proceduresmagneticfields,tractionsystems
reportsfor:electrostaticandsignaling

Conductive
Interference,

charge/
dischargeof
vehicle

systems.
Specifies
preventive

InductiveDIN57600measuresboth
interference.

Radiated

win^#wWf

Parts500,
A1:Shortcircuit,

onthepower
systemand
signaling. interference.groundcontact

Laboratoryandproof.
fieldtestingVG95371.Parts
procedures.23,EMC,

IEEE(proposed)
Standard985

general
foundations

recommendsDINVDE0100,
practiceforrailpart410:
transitEMCofMax.
electrical/permissibleESD

levelsare350 electronic
subsystems.mJ,butcouldbe

MIL-STD-461A,lowerfor
maglev. Limitforbroad

bandemissions.DINVDE0185,

FAR25.581,
part2:Maglev
vehicleshould

Lightning
Protection.

notbepartof
external
lightning
protection,nor
susceptibleto
resultingfireor

11explosion.
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

EMC/EM!AND
LIGHTNING
PROTECTION
(continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

DINVDE0225
Parts1,2:
interference
limitvoltageof
electrical
propulsion
systemand,in
caseofground
fault,with
communications
wires.

VDE871,Radio
interference
suppression
(RlSjofhigh
frequency
equipment.

VDE874.RISof
electrical
equipmentand
installations.

VDE877,
guidelinesfor
measuringradio
interference.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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SIGNALING,
COMMUNI

CATIONS,AND
ELECTRIFICATION

COMPUTERSAFETY
FOROPERATIONS
MONITORINGAND
CONTROL

FRA/
49CFR

None

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.

MIL-STD882B,
SystemSafety
Program
Requirements,
includesboth
hardwareand
softwarehazard
analysisspecs:
TaskSec300,
Software
HazardAnalysis,
andSoftware
SystemSafety.
DOD-STD-
2167A,andAFR-
800-14,
Software
Development
Documents.

2168,Defense
Software
Quality
Assurance,
Thesestandards
include
configuration
management
reliability,risk
analysisand
management.

FAA:

AC20-115A
8/12/86for
usingradio
technical
commissionfor
aeronautics
(Doc.RTCA/DO-
178A)

GERMAN

TUV:
Handbook/1986,
Microcomputers
inSafety
Techniques
TUV:Folios4.
Onboard
controlSystem
and9:Oper
ationalControl
Equipment(inter
ferenceproof),
withhighgrade
softwareand
assuredpower
supply;andfail
safedata
transmission
computer.

DINVDE0831
Safetylevel,
errorsindata
channels.

DIN0845:
Effectof
environmental
conditionson
reliabilityof
technical
products.
VDI/VDE3542,
Reliability,
redundancyand
fail-safedesign
ofsafety-critical
systems.

DIN66001,
Information
processing,
symbolsand
theiruse

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

EUROCAE/12A,
Re:software
reliability.
BritishHealth
andSafety
Executives
guidelinesfor
processcontrol
equipment

COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-4.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

SIGNALING.
COMMUNI

CATIONS.AND
ELECTRIFICATION

COMPUTERSAFETY
FOROPERATIONS
MONITORINGAND
CONTROL
(Continued)

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.

RTCA/DO-178A
Software
considerations
inairborne
systems&equip,
certification.

GERMAN

DIN66230.
Information
processing,
program
documentation.
MUe8004:
Software
correctnessand
efficiencyreq.
forsafety
relevant
computer
functions.

VDI3559:
Scopeof
documentation
onhardware
andsoftware
forprocess
computer
systems.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS
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TABLED-5.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

PERSONNEL/
OPERATIONS

QUALIFICATIONS/
TRAINING

FRA/
49CFR

217:
Railroadsare
requiredto
instruct
employeesin
operating
practicesand
conduct
periodicteststo
monitorand
ensure

compliancewith
operatingrules.

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
No
requirements.
Individual
railroadsuse
theirown.

OTHER
U.S.

MIL-STD882B,
SystemSafety
Program
Requirements
July1987.
includes
training(Task
208)

UMTA:
Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
RailTransit
Systems

Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
Elderlyand
Disabled
RailTransit
Passengers.

Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
Urban,Rural,
andSpecialized
TransitSystems.
These
documents
includetraining
guidelines
relatingto
Emergency
Preparedness.

GERMAN

EBO.Chs.47-53
Age,vision,
hearing
requirements,
etc.

EBO,Ch.54.
Trainingand
Testing,general
requirements.
EBO,Sec1.6:
Maglev
operatoris
responsiblefor
T&Q
certification;

Sec.4.2:
Personnel
prerequisites.

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

SNCF/TGV:
12-daytraining
oftraincrews
alreadyrecruited
fromsenior
employees
alreadyqualified
forconventional
speedtrains.
Includes
familiarization
withTGV
controls,special
operatingrules
forthehigh
speedlineand
familiarization
withthespecific
featuresofthe
specificline.

SNCF:
Tryingto
improvetraining
methods
through
expandeduseof
simulators,
computer-aided
teaching
systems,etc.

Japan:
Variousaptitude
and
psychological
testsareusedfor
operatingjobs.
Conversion
coursetotrain
narrowgauge
engineerstobe
Shikansen

COMPARISON

Thereisnoseparate
TGVworkforce;a
relativelylarge
numberofengineers
aretrainedtodrive
bothconventional
speedandTGVs.

ADLdidnotfeelit
hadsufficient
informationavailable
forcomparison.

OnlyU.S.high-speed
passengerserviceis
theNewYork-
Washington
Metroliner.

COMMENTS

U.S.personnelpoolis
limitedwith
exceptionofOTHER
U.S.,sothattraining
willneedtooccur
fromscratchformost
personnel.

Operatingerroris
chiefcauseof
accidents.

FRAiscurrently
workingonissueof
certificationfor
locomotiveoperators.



TABLED-5.SAFETYREGULATIONS,GUIDEUNES.ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

PERSONNEL/
OPERATIONS

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

QUALIFICATIONS/
TRAINING

(Continued)

motormen,
lengthis4
months.
Trainingof
personnel
without
previous
experienceasan
engineertakes
11months.
Coursesinother
crafts(trackand
signal
maintenance),
runtypically1-3
months
dependingon
prior
experience.
UK:
Personalityand
aptitudetests
arepartof
selection
procedurefor
engineers.
Juniorengineers
receive5weeks
ofclassroom
and10weeks
supervised
uainingbefore
goingsolo.They
willthenspend
severalyears
before
accumulating
enough
experienceto
dnvehigh
speedtrains.



TABLED-5.SAFETYREGULATIONS.GUIDELINES,ANDREQUIREMENTSPOTENTIALLYAPPLICABLETOMAGLEV

PERSONNEL/
OPERATIONS

OPERATINGRULES

ANDPRACTICES

FRA/
49CFR

217:
Railroadsmust
fileacopyof
theircurrent
operatingrules,
timetablesand
other
instructions
withFRA.

Alsotobefiled
areprogramsof
testsand
inspections,
andemployee
instructions,
recordskeptof
resultsand
submitted
theseinan
annualreport.

Specifically,
mustreport
employeeswho
haveviolated
RuleG(drugsor
alcohol).

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

AAR:
Allrailroads
musthavea
codeof
operatingrules
which,asa
minimum,
containallrules
containedin
theStandard
Codeof
Operating
Rules.

Location
specific
operatingrules
arecontained
intimetables
andother
operating
instructionsof
individual
railroads.These
includespeed
limits,where
particular
equipmentcan
operate,etc.

OTHER

U.S.

14CFR.

FAR91.105,
BasicVFR
weather
minimum
visibility
requirements.

GERMAN

TUV:
Folio1,System
properties,
especially"Safe
hovering"
Folio9,
Operations
Control
Equipment
D'NV31004
Defines
operational
safetysoasnot
toexceeda
certainrisklimit

EBO,Sec.4,Chs.
34-46:
Detailshow
trainsshouldbe
madeupand
operated
(speed,
personnel,etc.).

MBO.Ch.4:
Specs,for
maglevrail
service(e.g.
checkout
proceduresin
4.1,travelsafety
in4.3,and
speedprofilein
4.4)

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN

Noinformation
available.

COMPARISONCOMMENTS

Operatingerroris
mostsignificantcause
ofaccidents.

Therearesignificant
differencesbetween
high-speed(over125
mph)andtraditional
U.S.passengerrail
operations.Signal
andtraincontrol
systemswillalsobe
different.

Itistherefore
necessarytodevelop
anduseappropriate
operatingrulesand
practicesforhigh
speedoperations,
evenifasophisticated
ATCsystemisused.
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PERSONNEL/
OPERATIONS

FRA/
49CFR

AAR/
INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

OTHER

U.S.
GERMAN

UIO
OTHER

FOREIGN
COMPARISONCOMMENTS

EMERGENCYUMTA:TUV:564-2:

PLAN/PROCEDURESRecommendedFolio12.Passengercar
(SeealsoTable2,EmergencyRescuePlanstaffmustbe
Vehicle:emergencyPreparednessEBO,Ch.37,

trainedinfire

feaures/equipmentGuidelinesforProvidingTrains
withEquipment

emergency

andemergnecyRailTransitprocedures.
access/egress.Systems.

Recommended
Emergency
Preparedness
Guidelinesfor
Elderlyand
DisabledRail
TransitSystems.

These
documents
contain
guidelinesfor
developing
emergency
plansand
procedures,and
training
programs.

torenderfirst
aid.

MBO,Sec.3.4:
General
requirementss
foremergency
exitsand
passenger
comfort;also
platformdesign
forentry/exit
safety,door
operationand
status.

Sec4.3:Specs
forTravel
Safety.
Nospecific

requirementfor
emergencyplan,
procedures,and
training.
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